Everything for you and your baby

baby
Nursery advice

Expert help with all the
important purchases

More to choose from
All the leading brands and
our own quality products

Our commitment

We always match our high
street competitors’ prices

Maternity

Bed and bath

Welcome
If you’re expecting a baby, congratulations.
It’s an exciting time, but there’s lots to think
about and plan for. At John Lewis you’ll find
everything you need, from large items such
as pushchairs and cots to clothing and toys.
As well as the convenience of shopping
in store, by phone, via our app or online
at johnlewis.com we offer free delivery
on orders over £50 and next-day Click &
collect. And with our Never Knowingly
Undersold commitment, you’re assured
of the best quality, price and service, along
with trusted, impartial advice. Why not
book a free appointment with one of our
expert nursery advisors to get started?
Follow us
facebook.com/JohnLewisRetail
@johnlewisretail

Feeding

Travel

Babywear
Toys and
gifts

Services
& guides

my John Lewis
Nursery gift list
Nursery checklist
Partners on Hand

Maternity wear
At John Lewis, we can help you look and feel your
best throughout your pregnancy. The award-winning
Séraphine collection features stylish and comfortable
pieces to flatter your growing bump, from basics
such as jeans and leggings to practical workwear
and elegant evening dresses. It’s important to be
measured regularly for the right bra too; our experts
offer a free lingerie fitting service in our shops.
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From basics such as
jeans and jumpers to
practical workwear
and elegant dresses,
Séraphine has a style
to suit your shape
1 Séraphine
Kitty dress
93% viscose, 7%
elastane. Sizes 8-16.
Grey/black 313 78801 £46
2 Séraphine Mother
40D black tights
100% polyester. Sizes
S, M and L.
313 75041 £6

6 Bailey jersey top
95% viscose, 5%
elastane. Sizes 8-16.
Navy/grey 313 78901 £39
7 Séraphine Hannah
straight leg jeans
98% cotton, 2%
elastane. Sizes 8-18.
Blue 313 79021 £52

3 Séraphine
Tessa dress
92% viscose, 8%
elastane. Sizes 8-18.
Navy 313 78806 £38

8 Séraphine
Shakira double
zip jacket
60% wool, 40%
polyester. Sizes 8-16.
Grey 313 79401 £99

4 Séraphine Mother
15D black tights
100% polyester. Sizes
S, M and L.
313 75010 £4

9 Séraphine Carmen
skinny jeans
97% cotton, 3%
elastane. Sizes 8-18.
Black 313 79011 £49

5 Séraphine Iveta
knit dress
51% viscose, 31% cotton,
18% wool. Sizes 8-16.
Charcoal 313 79221 £59
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Beautifully supported

Séraphine
Galvina top
85% viscose, 15%
wool. Sizes 8-16.
Dusty blue
313 78956 £49

Comfortable, practical and pretty maternity
and nursing underwear

Séraphine Mara
abstract print top
94% viscose, 6%
elastane. Sizes 8-16.
313 78951 £49

John Lewis nursing bras
(pack of two)
Our soft, cotton-rich maternity bra ensures
comfort, and our drop-cup design enables easy
nursing. Sizes 32-38 C-F.
Nude/Black 119 50601 £30

John Lewis Spot print nursing bras
(pack of two)
Cotton rich for comfort and drop-cup design
for easy nursing. Sizes 30-38 C-F.
White/Black Spot 119 56731 £30
Also available:
White/Eggshell Spot 119 56751 £30

WATCH
THE
VIDEO

Elle Macpherson Intimates
Momamia nursing bra
Six-position back fastening and drop-down
cups for nursing. Sizes 32-38 D-G.
Jet/Pewter 119 57701 £36
Also available:
Candy stripe 119 57601 £36

SHOP
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Séraphine Madison
nursing shawl
51% bamboo, 31%
cotton, 18% wool.
One size.
Grey 313 74091 £42

Séraphine
Alexia jumper
51% bamboo, 31%
cotton, 18% wool.
Sizes 8-16.
Purple 313 79201 £49

Bravado Bliss moulded nursing bra
Featuring Bravado’s Flexi-Fit support
technology. Sizes 34-40 D-H (dual-sized:
D is designed to fit E, F to fit G, and H to fit I).
Black 119 53208 £34
Also available:
Ivory 119 53341 £34

Royce Jasmine 469 nursing bra
Wire-free, designed to provide comfort and
support while breastfeeding. Sizes 32-40 F-L.
Black 119 51301 £26
Also available:
White 119 51320 £26

Bravado Body Silk Seamless nursing bra
Designed to mould to your body for maximum
comfort and a seamless silhouette. With
removable foam cups. Sizes S-L.
Black 119 54001 £30
Also available:
Latte 119 57201 £30

John Lewis Everly lace nursing bra
Features a soft underband and elastic straps
that are supportive and comfortable, with
4 hook and eyes that can be adjusted during
pregnancy. Sizes 32-38 C-F.
Black 119 50828 £22
Also available:
Pink 119 57601 £22

Cantaloop pregnancy support belt
The seamless design offers total comfort
and support. Features a looser knit in the
front for a stretch fit throughout pregnancy,
while the thicker fabric at the back offers
support and warmth for tired muscles.
Black 313 79104 £11
Available online only

Cantaloop pregnancy support belt
The seamless design offers total comfort
and support. Features a looser knit in the
front for a stretch fit throughout pregnancy,
while the thicker fabric at the back offers
support and warmth for tired muscles.
White 313 79101 £11

Bed & bath
Planning the nursery is one of the most
exciting aspects of preparing for your new
arrival. We have everything you need to create
a room that’s safe and restful for your baby,
and practical for you, from quality furniture
to suit every taste and budget, to an extensive
bedding range plus all the finishing touches.
And with free UK delivery on orders over
£50, we’ll take the stress out of shopping.
Furniture
Moses baskets
Cots and cot beds
Sleep safety advice
Mattresses
Sleeping bags
Bedding
Baby monitors
Night lights
Toiletries
Bathtime
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John Lewis Toronto furniture range

1

4

2
3
2 Changer/dresser
100% foiled MDF. 1 drawer, 2-door cupboard
with adjustable shelf and removable changer
top. H95.7 x W81.7 x D52.7cm.
Ash 324 00101 £150

1 Wardrobe
100% foiled MDF. Full height and
width with 1 rail and 2 shelves.
H175.7 x W81.3 x D52.7cm.
Ash 324 00103 £150
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Total price for the
John Lewis Toronto
cotbed, wardrobe
and changer/dresser

£500

3 Cotbed
100% foiled MDF. 3 base positions and teething
rails. Converts into junior bed. Requires L140 x
W70cm mattress. H87.6 x W144.4 x D77.8cm.
Ash 324 00102 £200
Mattress sold separately, see page 39
4 John Lewis wedge changing mat
Phthalate-free PVC cover. L69 x W45 x D9cm.
White 313 33971 £15
5 Jellycat Bashful Bunny toy
Suitable from birth.
Cream 320 29261 £40

Note: room set and styling is for photographic
purposes only. Please check bumpers regularly
to make sure they are fitted securely. Remove
them when your child can sit up unaided
or can pull themselves up. Bumpers should
not be used with a duvet, quilt or pillow. For
safety we recommend that you move beds,
cots and furniture away from any window
fitted with a blind that has a side control
mechanism, even with a safety device in place.
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John Lewis Nouveau furniture range
1 John Lewis Fairy
appliqué bumper
100% cotton outer,
100% polyester filling.
Machine washable at
40°C. H35 x L175cm.
Pink 313 24711 £40

3

2 John Lewis Fairy
appliqué cushion
40 x 40cm.
Pink/white 313 24712 £20

2

5

3 Bookcase
Featuring a timeless design, 3 wooden shelves,
a solid beech trim along the top and plenty of
room for bedtime story books.
H120 x W84 x D31cm.
Ivory 324 01007 £150

4 Cot/cotbed
3 base positions. Split end, teething rails,
drop-down side and removable sides.
Requires L140 x W70cm mattress. L146
x W78 x H94cm.
Ivory 324 01021 £180
Mattress sold separately, see page 39
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5 Changing unit
With a drawer and a single door that opens
to reveal a shelf. H89 x W84 x D67.5cm.
Without changing unit H89 x W84 x D46.5cm.
Ivory 324 01020 £250

Single bed
Solid birch with beech trim. Requires L190 x
W90cm mattress. L198 x W99 x H80cm.
Ivory 324 01023 £200
Mattress sold separately
Truckle
L188 x W82 x H22cm.
Ivory 324 01022 £160

Wardrobe
Made from particle board with solid
beech trims and beech-effect detailing,
this wardrobe combines a classic look
with plenty of storage space.
H175 x W104 x D61cm.
Ivory 324 01019 £300

Note: room set and styling is for photographic
purposes only. Please check bumpers regularly
to make sure they are fitted securely. Remove
them when your child can sit up unaided or
can pull him/ herself up. Bumpers should not
be used with a duvet, quilt or pillow.

furniture |
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John Lewis Mika furniture range

If your friends and
family would like
to contribute towards
the nursery, why
not create a gift list?
You can compile a
list during a nursery
advice appointment,
or on our website at
johnlewis.com/nurserylist

2

2 Dresser
With ample storage and optional changing
tray. Made from birch, pine and MDF.
With tray H106.2 x W93.6 x D81cm.
Without tray H98.2 x W93.6 x D53cm.
White 324 01404 £290
Antique 324 01304 £290

1 Cotbed
3 base positions. Made from birch with
plywood slats. Converts into a junior
bed. Requires L140 x W70cm mattress.
H92 x L145.6 x W78cm.
White 324 01408 £200
Antique 324 01311 £200

1
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Blanket box

Ideal for storing toys, bedding and other
baby essentials. 2 convenient handles
and classic tongue-and-groove styling.
H48.8 x W74 x D36.8cm.
Antique 324 01307 £100
Also available:
White 324 01407 £100
4

3 Wardrobe
Hanging rail and 2 shelves. Made from
solid birch. H188 x W93.6 x D53cm.
White 324 01403 £390
Antique 324 01309 £390

Shelf
H16 x W80 x D13.8cm.
Antique 324 01308 £40
Also available:
White 324 01409 £40

Note: room set and styling is for photographic
purposes only. Pillows, duvets and quilts are
not suitable for children under 12 months
due to overheating and smothering risks.

4 Blue Star knitted blanket
100% polyester. Machine washable.
L100 x W75cm.
313 26811 £16
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Need help
choosing
furniture?

1

John Lewis Lasko furniture range

A well-planned
nursery can make
all the difference
in the early months.
For advice on putting
together your baby’s
first room, book a
free Nursery advice
appointment.

EXPERTS
ON
HAND

3
2

1 Wardrobe
Oak veneer. Hanging rail, 2 spacious
drawers and 2 removable shelves.
H185 x W87 x D51.5cm.
White 324 01601 £450
Oak 324 01501 £500

2 Cotbed
Grows with your child, easily converting into
a junior bed with the help of an extra footend.
3 base positions. Requires L140 x W70cm
mattress. H92 x L146 x W78cm.
White 324 01610 £300
Oak 324 01510 £350
Mattress sold separately.
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Single bedstead
Requires L190 x W90cm mattress.
H95 x L200 x W101cm.
Oak 324 01512 £350
Also available:
White 324 01612 £300
Mattress sold separately.
3 Chest of drawers
Made from solid beech. 3 spacious drawers with
strong metal runners. H85 x W90 x D53cm.
White 324 01602 £350
Oak 324 01502 £400

Note: room set and styling is for photographic
purposes only. Please check bumpers regularly
to make sure they are fitted securely. Remove
them when your child can sit up unaided or
can pull themselves up. Bumpers should not
be used with a duvet, quilt or pillow. For
safety we recommend that you move beds,
cots and furniture away from any window
fitted with a blind that has a side control
mechanism, even with a safety device in place.

|
Boori Madison furniture range
John Lewis La
Rochelle bedding
With flower detail
embroidery. Machine
washable at 40˚C.
1 Quilt 313 23302 £40
2 Cotbed duvet set
(includes 1 pillowcase)
313 23301 £40
3 Bumper 313 23303 £40

1
2

fyi
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Your furniture can
be delivered and
built by Boori, who
will assemble it in
the room of your
choice and recycle
all the packaging.
Prices start at £39
for one piece

4 Country wardrobe
Made from Australian
Araucaria timber. Fine
groove detailing with
elegant trims. H180
x W112 x D59cm.
Heritage teak
324 07822 £799

5 Cotbed
Exclusive to John Lewis. Requires L132 x
W77cm mattress. L143 x W87 x H102cm.
Heritage teak 324 07846 £449
White 324 07847 £449
Mattress sold separately

6 Pelmet and change tray
Pelmet H4.5 x W84.2 x D17.9cm.
Change tray kit H8 x W84 x D14cm.
Heritage teak 324 07886 £59
White 324 07887 £59
7 4 drawer chest
Fully assembled. L87 x W48 x H87.5cm.
Heritage teak 324 07806 £499
White 324 07807 £499

6

3
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Toy box
Plenty of space to store toys and games, and
slow-closing safety hinges to prevent fingers
from getting trapped. H42 x W80 x D40cm.
White 324 07932 £199
Heritage teak 324 07931 £199
Country 4 drawer dresser
4 large solid timber drawers and a shelved
cupboard with traditional English dovetail
joints. H87 x W129.8 x D48cm.
White 324 07968 £749
Heritage teak 324 07967 £749

7

Note: room set and styling is for photographic
purposes only. Please check bumpers regularly
to make sure they are fitted securely. Remove
them when your child can sit up unaided or can
pull themselves up. Bumpers should not be
used with a duvet, quilt or pillow.

Small bookcase
H166.5 x W65 x D38cm.
White 324 07991 £349
Heritage teak 324 07990 £349

Classic single bedstead
Requires L190 x W90cm mattress.
L200 x W101.6 x H110.4cm.
White 324 07811 £399
Heritage teak 324 07810 £399
Mattress sold separately

|
Boori furniture range
fyi

Need help
choosing
a cot?

Your furniture can
be delivered and
built by Boori, who
will assemble it in
the room of your
choice and recycle
all the packaging.
Prices start at £39
for one piece

A cotbed converts
into a bed, so it
should last until your
child is around five.
For help choosing
this and other
important buys,
book a Nursery
advice appointment.

2

EXPERTS
ON
HAND

3

1

1 Sleigh cotbed
Requires L132 x W77cm mattress.
L142 x W84 x H100cm.
White 324 07859 £599
Heritage teak 324 07858 £599
Mattress sold separately, see page 39

2 Small bookcase
H166.5 x W65 x D38cm.
White 324 07991 £349
Heritage teak 324 07990 £349
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Madison pelmet and changing tray
Pelmet H4.5 x W84.2 x D17.9cm. Change
tray kit H8 x W84 x D14cm.
Heritage teak 324 07886 £59
Also available:
White 324 07887 £59

4

Country wardrobe
Made from Araucaria timber, which is
a plantation timber from Queensland in
Eastern Australia. H180 x W112.4 x D59cm.
Heritage teak 324 07822 £799
Also available:
White 324 07823 £799

4 Boori toy box
H42 x W80 x D40cm.
Heritage teak 324 07931 £199
Also available:
White 324 07932 £199

3 4 drawer chest
A perfect accompaniment to the Boori
Madison pelmet and changing tray.
H90 x W93.5 x D48cm.
White 324 07896 £599
Heritage teak 324 07894 £599

Classic single bedstead
Requires L190 x W90cm mattress.
L200 x W101.6 x H110.4cm.
Heritage teak 324 07810 £399
Mattress sold separately
Also available:
White 324 07811 £399

Note: room set and styling is for photographic
purposes only. Please check bumpers regularly
to make sure they are fitted securely. Remove
them when your child can sit up unaided or
can pull themselves up. Bumpers should not
be used with a duvet, quilt or pillow. For safety
we recommend that you move beds, cots and
furniture away from any window fitted with a
blind that has a side control mechanism, even
with a safety device in place.

|
Silver Cross Nostalgia furniture range

2

fyi
Order two or more items
to receive the Silver Cross
complimentary delivery
and build service

5

4

2 Wardrobe
Made from solid pine and pine veneers,
with hanging rail, shelf and deep drawer.
H190 x W100 x D52cm.
Antique white 324 06111 £500

SHOP
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3 Dresser
With removable changer top, deep drawer
and 2-door cupboard with a wooden shelf.
Made from solid pine and pine veneers.
H95 x W86.2 x D59cm.
Antique white 324 06112 £400

1

Note: room set and styling is for photographic
purposes only. Please check bumpers regularly
to make sure they are fitted securely. Remove
them when your child can sit up unaided or can
pull themselves up. Bumpers should not be
used with a duvet, quilt or pillow.

1 Cotbed
Easily converts into a junior bed. Made from
solid pine and pine veneers. Includes full-length
underbed drawer. Requires L140 x W70cm
mattress. H95.2 x L148 x W78cm.
Antique white 324 06113 £350
Mattress sold separately

3

4 Silver Cross Bronte rag doll
Suitable from birth.
320 29206 £25
5 Silver Cross Victoria dressing-up doll
Suitable from 18 months.
320 29211 £35

Sleigh cotbed
Contemporary cotbed with three modes:
cot, day bed and toddler bed. It adapts as
your child grows, making it suitable from
birth to toddler. Made from solid pine and
pine veneers. Includes a full-length underbed
drawer. H100 x W76 x D76cm.
324 50402 £450

Also available:
Cotbed and dresser set
Antique white 324 06114 £750
Cotbed and wardrobe set
Antique white 324 06115 £850
Dresser and wardrobe set
Antique white 324 06116 £900
Cotbed, wardrobe and dresser set
Antique white 324 06117 £1,250

|
Silver Cross Porterhouse furniture range

2

3
1
4
1 Cotbed
Easily converts into a comfortable junior bed.
Includes a full-length underbed drawer and
baby-friendly teething rails. Requires a L140 x
W70cm mattress. L146 x W78 x H100cm.
White 324 06123 £400
Mattress sold separately

6
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2 Wardrobe
Full-size wardrobe with hanging rails, shelf
and 2 deep drawers. Solid wood and MDF.
H185 x W100 x D52cm.
White 324 06121 £550
Cotbed and dresser set
White 324 06124 £850
Cotbed and wardrobe set
White 324 06125 £950
Wardrobe and dresser set
White 324 06126 £1,000
Cotbed, wardrobe and dresser set
White 324 06127 £1,400
4 John Lewis Baby wedge changing mat
The cushioning is deeper at the edges to
keep your baby in the middle. Phthalate-free
PVC cover and foam interior padding.
Cream 313 33910 £15
5 Silver Cross classic wooden pushalong
with bricks
Suitable from 12 months.
320 20724 £65

5
3 Dresser
Includes deep drawer, cupboard and wooden
shelf. With removable changer top to easily
convert it into a grown-up dresser. H98 x
W93 x D52cm.
White 324 06122 £450

fyi

7
8

Order two or more items
to receive the Silver Cross
complimentary delivery
and build service

Note: room set and styling is for photographic
purposes only. Pillows, duvets and quilts are
not suitable for children under 12 months due
to overheating and smothering risks.

6 Silver Cross Darcey ballerina rag doll
Suitable from birth.
320 29313 £35
7 Silver Cross Grace Topsy-Turvy rag doll
Suitable from birth.
320 29207 £35
8 John Lewis Baby sheepskin rug
This luxuriously soft, excellent quality rug will
really make any nursery cosy. W50 x L90cm.
Ivory 313 25551 £50

|
2

Silver Cross Canterbury furniture range

fyi
Order two or more items
to receive the Silver Cross
complimentary delivery
and build service

4

1

2 Wardrobe
This full-size wardrobe offers 2 deep
drawers, a shelf and a hanging rail, as well as
soft-close doors. Made from solid oak and
oak veneers. H190 x W109 x D61cm.
Oak 324 06108 £725

SHOP
THE
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1 Cotbed
Easily converts between 3 modes of cot,
toddler and day bed. 3 base postions. Features
a storage drawer. Made from solid oak and oak
veneers. Requires L140 x W70cm mattress.
H98 x W79 x L159cm.
Oak 324 06109 £650
Mattress sold separately

5

Note: room set and styling is for photographic
purposes only. Please check bumpers regularly
to make sure they are fitted securely. Remove
them when your child can sit up unaided or can
pull themselves up. Bumpers should not be
used with a duvet, quilt or pillow.

3

4 Silver Cross Grace Topsy-Turvy doll
During the day, Grace wears a beautiful floral
dress, then flip her over to reveal Grace ready
for bed. Suitable from birth.
320 29207 £35
5 Silver Cross Bentham bear
with book
Suitable from birth.
320 29425 £24

3 Dresser
With generously deep drawers and removable
changer top. Made from solid oak and oak
veneers. H101 x W102 x D63cm.
Oak 324 06110 £620

Also available:
Cotbed and dresser set
324 06118 £1,270
Cotbed and wardrobe set
324 06119 £1,375
Dresser and wardrobe set
324 06120 £1,345
Cotbed, dresser and wardrobe set
324 06128 £1,995

cribs |

| moses baskets

Snug and secure
From birth to toddler and beyond, our extensive range of quality
moses baskets, cribs and cots caters for all styles and budgets

John Lewis waffle Moses basket
Made from palm with a hood, dressings and
coverlet cover in 100% cotton waffle. Coverlet
filling 100% polyester. Mattress included.
White 313 26010 £35
John Lewis Moses basket stand
Natural 313 25905 £30

Make a Wish moses basket
White wicker basket with grey star print.
Comes with a cotton padded dressing,
coverlet with grey elephant appliqué, hood,
mattress and fitted sheet.
313 26029 £75

Emile et Rose Moses basket
Made from wicker. Includes mattress and
100% cotton hood, box-pleat skirt and
coverlet with embroidery and ribbon
detail. H28 x L83 x W47cm.
White 313 26020 £120
Also available:
John Lewis rocking Moses basket stand
White 313 25911 £35

Sweet Dreams Little One
This beautiful maize Moses basket will keep
your baby snug and secure in their first
months. It includes a padded liner, hood,
fitted sheet and coverlet with pocket detail
that holds a small toy bear. Liner, hood and
coverlet 100% cotton, sheet 100% cotton
jersey, filling 100% polyester.
313 26032 £55
Available from October

Baby Joule Farm moses basket
This beautiful basket is the perfect place
for little ones to sleep in style. The sturdy
classic wicker design is complemented with
a hood, padded liner and cotton/polyester
coverlet with a sweet farm design.
Multi 313 26031 £85
Also available:
Pink 313 26030 £85

Moba moses basket
Moba updates the traditional Moses basket for
modern living, in a range of bright colours and
hygienic materials. The eco-friendly recyclable
material has anti-microbial and hypoallergenic
properties, so it’s an ideal choice for babies
with allergies such as eczema or asthma.
Includes a 100% pure brushed cotton liner.
Requires a L70 x W29cm mattress.
Dove grey 313 25707 £89.99

Bednest bedside crib and stand
This practical crib allows your baby to sleep
beside you, with a drop-down side panel to
produce a bridge between the two beds.
Suitable from birth to around 6 months.
Foam mattress included. L86 x W47.5cm.
324 30401 £299

Ewan the Sheep
Help your baby settle down to a peaceful
sleep with Ewan the Sheep. Ewan replicates
the soothing sounds of a pregnant mum’s
womb and heartbeat. The sounds have been
combined with household, musical and
natural sounds at low bass frequencies to
produce the type of ‘pink noise’ that babies
hear in the womb.
313 02501 £29.95

Troll bedside crib
Use freestanding as a crib, or lower one side
and change base height to match your bed.
Requires L89 x W38cm mattress. H76-94
x W46 x L95cm.
White 324 30410 £160
Also available:
Natural 324 30402 £160
Mattress sold separately, see page 39

John Lewis Anna swinging crib
With its white-finish birch frame, this swinging
crib allows a gentle rocking motion and has
the feel of a timeless classic. Suitable from
birth. Requires L89 x W38cm mattress.
H82 x L104 x W51cm.
White 324 30184 £69
Mattress sold separately, see page 39

Woombie newborn swaddle blanket
The Woombie swaddle blanket helps
promote a better night’s sleep. The safe and
natural design allows babies to stretch their
arms and legs as needed while it gently hugs
their body. Suitable from 2.5-6kg.
313 20616 £19.95
Also available:
Premature (1.5-3kg) 313 20614 £19.95
Big baby (6.5-9kg) 313 20615 £19.95

John Lewis Anna glider crib
A smooth-gliding cradle made with a solid
birch frame. Requires L89 x W38cm
mattress. H81 x W50 x D95cm.
Natural 324 30286 £100
Also available:
White 324 30284 £100
Mattress sold separately, see page 39

cots |
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John Lewis Eric cot
Exceptionally good value, this cot features
a one-handed drop-side mechanism,
making lifting your baby in and out easier.
2 mattress heights. Made from solid
pine. Requires L120 x W60cm mattress.
H93 x L124.5 x W67.5cm.
£69
Mattress sold separately
White
324 40130

John Lewis Mika Lotta cot
Coordinates with the Mika furniture range.
3 mattress heights. Made from solid birch.
Requires L120 x W60cm mattress.
H100 x L125 x W67cm.
£100
Mattress sold separately
White
324 40106

John Lewis Anna drop-side cot
Features a uniquely convenient drop-side
mechanism operated by foot or one hand.
3 mattress heights. Made from birch.
Requires L120 x W60cm mattress.
L125 x W68.5 X H90cm.
£115
Mattress sold separately
White
324 40103

John Lewis Eric cot
Exceptionally good value, this cot features
a one-handed drop-side mechanism,
making lifting your baby in and out easier.
2 mattress heights. Made from solid
pine. Requires L120 x W60cm mattress.
H93 x L124.5 x W67.5cm.
£69
Mattress sold separately
Natural
324 40230

John Lewis Mika Lotta cot
Coordinates with the Mika furniture range.
3 mattress heights. Made from solid birch.
Requires L120 x W60cm mattress.
H100 x L125 x W67cm.
£100
Mattress sold separately
Antique
324 40201

John Lewis Anna drop-side cot
Features a uniquely convenient drop-side
mechanism operated by foot or one hand.
3 mattress heights. Made from birch.
Requires L120 x W60cm mattress.
L125 x W68.5 X H90cm.
£115
Mattress sold separately
Natural
324 40203
John Lewis Baby sheepskin rug
100% natural sheepskin. L90 x W50cm.
313 25551 £50

Note: room set and styling is for photographic
purposes only. Pillows, duvets and quilts are
not suitable for children under 12 months
due to overheating and smothering risks.

John Lewis rattan baskets (set of 2)
100% cotton waffle liners.
Small H17 x W22 x L30cm (shown),
Large H21 x W26 x L34cm.
White waffle 324 70310 £35

| cots

cotbeds |
John Lewis Alex cotbed
Made from solid pine and MDF, this cotbed
is easily converted into a junior bed by
removing the side rails and dividing the
foot end. Requires L140 x W70cm mattress.
L144.5 x W75.5 x H93cm.
£99
Mattress sold separately
White
324 50130

Natural
324 50230

bloom ® Alma mini crib
The Alma features a minimalist design
with simple stainless steel detailing. Slatted
sides, 2 mattress heights and 4 lockable
castors. Includes mattress and cot sheet.
H94.4 x W83 x D49.5cm.
£300
Mattress sold separately
Coconut
324 49705

Cappuccino
324 49706

Frost Grey
324 49707

Gala Green
324 49708

bloom® Alma Papa cot

This cot has a solid birch construction. It
features 2 mattress heights and the patented
compact-fold option enables easy storage
and transportation. Requires L120 x W60cm
mattress. L124.4 x W64.5 x H90.3cm.
£490
Mattress sold separately
Frost Grey
324 49711

John Lewis Alex cotbed
Made from solid pine and MDF, this cotbed
is easily converted into a junior bed by
removing the side rails and dividing the
foot end. Requires L140 x W70cm mattress.
L144.5 x W75.5 x H93cm.
£99
Mattress sold separately

Cappuccino
324 49710

Coconut White
324 49715

Note: room set and styling is for photographic
purposes only. Pillows, duvets and quilts are
not suitable for children under 12 months
due to overheating and smothering risks.

John Lewis Rachel cotbed

With 3 mattress heights and 2 teething rails.
Converts to a junior bed with 2 extra end
panels. Made from solid pine with an antique
Darkwood or White ﬁnish. Requires L140 x
W70cm mattress. L144 x W79 x H103cm.
£160
Mattress sold separately
Darkwood
324 50321

White
324 50121

John Lewis Martha Sleigh cotbed
This cotbed is full of character thanks to its
elegant curved design and recessed panels
at the head and foot. It includes a drawer on
wheels for efficient storage, and is made from
solid pine with plywood slats and drawer
base. Requires L140 x W70cm mattress.
L157.5 x W76 x H100cm.
£300
Mattress sold separately
Antique
324 50235

White
324 50135

| cotbeds

bedsteads |
John Lewis Rachel cotbed
Made from solid pine with a Darkwood or
White finish. 3 mattress heights and 2 teething
rails. Converts to a junior bed with 2 extra end
panels. Requires L140 x W70cm mattress.
H103 x L144 x W79cm.
£160
Mattress sold separately
Darkwood
324 50321

White
324 50121

John Lewis Anton cotbed
The grooved head and foot of this cotbed give
it a chic look. It comes with an additional lower
foot end and side panels to convert it into a
junior bed. 3 base positions. Requires L140 x
W70cm mattress. H87 x L153 x W84cm.
£250
Mattress sold separately
White
324 50115

Silver Cross Porterhouse cotbed
Looking good in both modern or traditional
settings, this cotbed comes with a full-length
underbed drawer with 2 compartments.
3 base positions. Converts from a cot to
junior bed. Matching items available. Made
from solid wood and MDF. Requires L140 x
W70cm mattress. H100 x L146 x W78cm.
£400
Mattress sold separately

John Lewis Anna junior bedstead

A toddler’s first grown-up bed, made from
birch with a white finish. 2 side rails to prevent
little ones from tumbling out. Requires L140 x
W70cm mattress. H78 x L145 x W77cm.
£115
Mattress sold separately
White
324 51304

Natural
324 51301

John Lewis Boris toddler bedstead
A toddler’s first grown-up bed, made from
solid pine with 2 side rails to prevent little ones
from tumbling out. Requires L140 x W70cm
mattress. H65 x L144 x W79cm.
£69
Mattress sold separately
Darkwood
324 51309

White
324 51310

John Lewis Lasko single bedstead
This classically styled single bedstead has
solid oak head and foot ends with a homely
natural oak lacquered finish. It also features
oak veneered solid side rails with a matching
natural finish. H95 x L200 x W101cm.
Mattress sold separately
White £300
324 01612

Oak £350
324 01512

White
324 06123

Note: room set and styling is for photographic
purposes only. Pillows, duvets and quilts are
not suitable for children under 12 months
due to overheating and smothering risks.

| Experts on Hand

mattresses |

Choosing a new mattress
What’s the best
type of cot to buy?

Need help
planning
your baby’s
nursery?
Here we answer some of
the most common questions
about creating a safe and
practical room for your baby.
And don’t forget that our
expert advisors are always
on hand to help in our shops

During the early weeks,
a lightweight, portable
moses basket is a good
option. You can then
choose between a cot and
a cotbed: a cot should last
until your baby is about
two years old, while a
cotbed converts into a
bed and should be suitable
until your child is around
five. Look for one with an
adjustable mattress height
and drop-down side for
maximum convenience.
You should position the
cot away from shelves
and radiators, and any
windows that get strong
sunlight or draughts.

Do I need a
new mattress?

You should buy a new
mattress for a new baby,
for hygiene and comfort
reasons. They’re sold
separately and come in
a variety of sizes – there
should be no more than
a 3cm gap between the
edge of the mattress
and the sides of the cot.
A removable cover is a
good idea, as it can be
machine washed at up
to 60˚C to kill allergycausing dust mites, while
a mattress protector on
top will protect from
inevitable accidents.

SHOP
THE
RANGE

Our range includes foam, spring interior, natural fibre and anti-allergy
How about blankets?
The temperature of the
nursery should ideally be
16-20˚C; within this range,
a sheet and two layers of
blankets will be about right
(remember that a folded
blanket counts as two
layers). Look for sheets and
blankets in soft, natural
fibres, and think about
investing in a few sets, as
they’ll need to be washed
often. Another option is
a sleeping bag – suitable
from birth, they allow your
baby to move their arms
and legs freely, can’t be
kicked off and are ideal for
keeping cosy during night
feeds. Pillows, duvets and
quilts aren’t suitable for
babies under 12 months,
and any bumper should
be removed once your
child can sit up unaided
or pull themselves up.

John Lewis basic foam mattress
This foam-filled mattress comes with a
removable cover made from 60% cotton
and 40% polyester.
Moses basket L75 x W28cm 324 63013 £12
Crib L89 x W38cm 324 63014 £15
Cot/cotbed L120 x W60cm 324 61501 £30
Cot/cotbed L140 x W70cm 324 61505 £40

John Lewis quilted foam-covered moses
basket, pram and carrycot mattress
Made from specially developed polyurethane
foam. The cotton-rich removable cover is
machine washable at 60˚C.
Moses basket L66 x W28cm 324 63007 £20
Moses basket L70 x W29cm 324 63008 £20
Moses basket L75 x W28cm 324 63009 £20
Chameleon L76 x W33cm 324 63010 £25
Pram/cot L74 x W35cm 324 63011 £25
Crib L89 x W38cm 324 63012 £30

John Lewis Premium Foam
cot/cotbed mattress
Made from foam with full-depth ventilation
in the middle and head areas. The wipe-clean
Rochtec™ cover has a taped edge and zip for
easy removal, and can be washed at 60˚C.
Cot L120 x W60cm 324 61601 £45
Cot L127 x W63cm 324 61603 £55
Cotbed L140 x W70cm 324 61605 £60

John Lewis Spring cot/cotbed mattress
Superior quality, with coil springs in a
luxury foam surround for extra comfort
and support. The cover is quilted Rochtec™
with plain Rochtec™ on the other side, a
fully taped edge and zip for easy removal,
and can be machine washed at 60˚C.
L120 x W60cm 324 61701 £60
L127 x W63cm 324 61703 £65
L140 x W70cm 324 61705 £80
Boori 324 61707 £100

John Lewis Coir Spring cot/cotbed
mattress
Made with natural coir fibre encapsulated in
natural latex rubber. Features luxury wool
pads for extra comfort and support.
L120 x W60cm 324 61801 £100
L140 x W70cm 324 61805 £120
Boori 324 61807 £140

John Lewis Pocket Spring cot/cotbed
mattress
Pocket cassette spring construction
surrounded by luxury foam for extra
posture control.
L120 x W60cm 324 61994 £96
L140 x W70cm 324 61905 £140

Experts on Hand

To book a free
consultation with a
nursery advisor, call
your local shop or
visit johnlewis.com/
nurseryadvice
FIND
YOUR
NEAREST
SHOP

FIND
OUT
MORE

Note: all our mattresses conform with
BS1877 and BS7177 safety standards.

bed Linen |

Bedtime basics

Sleeping bags, sheets and blankets, and colourful coordinated sets

3

5

1 Grobag Woodland Tales
sleeping bag
0-6 months 313 61809 £30
6-18 months 313 61810 £33
18-36 months 313 61811 £35
2 John Lewis Farmyard
sleeping bag
0-6 months 313 61903 £24
6-18 months 313 61904 £26

4

3 John Lewis La Rochelle
sleeping bag
0-6 months 313 61921 £26
6-18 months 313 61922 £28
18-36 months 313 61923 £30
2

4 Grobag Sleepy Circus
sleeping bag
0-6 months 313 61807 £30
6-18 months 313 61808 £33
18-36 months 313 61801 £35
5 John Lewis Alphabet
sleeping bag
0-6 months 313 61924 £26
6-18 months 313 61925 £28
18-36 months 313 61926 £30

1

6 John Lewis Transport
sleeping bag
6-18 months 313 61929 £24
18-36 months 313 61930 £26
6

SHOP
THE
RANGE

Top shelf
Swaddle Designs polka dot
swaddle blanket
Bright Pink 313 20622 £22.95
John Lewis star knit blanket
Fuchsia 313 26874 £16
John Lewis stripe knit blanket
Multi 313 26873 £25
John Lewis diamond knit
blanket Multi 313 26875 £35
Swaddle Designs polka dot
swaddle blanket
Bright Blue 313 20621 £22.95
John Lewis star knit blanket
Royal Blue 313 26871 £16
Grobag swaddle blanket
Bright Spot 313 20608 £11.95
Woodland Friends 313 20609
£11.95
John Lewis knit blanket
Rainbow Stripe 313 26869 £25

Middle shelf
John Lewis swaddle blanket
Pink 313 20632 £10
John Lewis rabbit pram
blanket Pink 313 26848 £20
John Lewis heart knit
blanket Pink 313 26810 £16
John Lewis cellular pram
blanket Pink 313 20465 £7.95
Swaddle Designs polka dot
swaddle blanket
Sea Crystal 313 20620 £22.95
John Lewis elephant pram
blanket Blue 313 26852 £20
John Lewis swaddle blanket
Blue 313 20631 £10
John Lewis star knit blanket
Blue 313 26811 £16
John Lewis cellular cotbed
blanket Blue 313 22053 £12

Grobag organic swaddle
blanket Cream 313 20605 £11.95
John Lewis Christening
shawl/receiving blanket
Cream 313 26872 £40
John Lewis Heavy cable knit
blanket Cream 313 26866 £30
John Lewis star knit blanket
Grey 313 26870 £30

Bottom shelf
John Lewis baby duvets
Anti-allergy 4-tog duvet
Cot 313 25150 £24
Cotbed 313 25151 £28
Anti-allergy 7-tog duvet
Cotbed 313 25152 £32
Wool cotbed duvet 313 25143 £35
John Lewis pillows
Anti-allergy pillow 313 25055 £15
Wool pillow 313 25052 £22
John Lewis white sheets

Organic flat sheets (pack of 2)
Pram 313 20120 £12
Cot/cotbed 313 22120 £18
Fitted sheets (pack of 2)
Cot 313 21224 £18
Cotbed 313 22234 £20
Fitted terry sheets (pack of 2)
Cot 313 21233 £18
Cotbed 313 22243 £20
Organic fitted sheet
Cot 313 21225 £12
Cotbed 313 22235 £14
John Lewis mattress
protectors
Quilted mattress protector
Cot 313 24913 £16
Cotbed 313 24914 £18

SHOP
THE
RANGE

BED LINEN |
John Lewis Farmyard
bedding set
1 Sleeping bag
Available in 1 and
2.5 tog. 100% cotton outer
and 100% polyester fill.
Machine washable at 40˚C.
0-6 months
313 61907 £24
6-18 months
313 61908 £26

4 Bumper
100% cotton outer. 100%
polyester fill. Machine
washable at 40˚C.
313 24405 £35

2 Cuddle robe
100% cotton. Machine
washable at 60˚C.
313 32245 £15

Note: room set and
styling is for photographic
purposes only. Bumpers
should not be used with
a duvet, quilt or pillow.
Pillows, duvets and quilts
are not suitable for
children under
12 months due to
overheating and
smothering risks.

3 Blanket
100% cotton. Machine
washable at 40˚C.
313 24406 £20

5 Cotbed duvet set
Includes 1 pillowcase. 100%
cotton. Machine washable
at 40˚C.
313 24404 £35

1

2

John Lewis Grey Star
bedding set
1 Sleeping bag
2.5 tog.
0-6 months 313 61725 £24
6-18 months 313 61728 £26
18-36 months 313 61729 £28

4 Cotbed duvet set
This reversible pillow and
duvet cover set is perfect
for a boy or a girl. Includes
1 pillowcase. Machine
washable at 40˚C.
313 23901 £35

2 Cuddle robe
100% cotton. Machine
washable at 60˚C.
313 32244 £15

5 Blanket
Wrap little ones up
in this warm blanket.
100% cotton. Machine
washable at 40˚C.
313 26870 £30

3 Bumper
100% cotton outer
with 100% polyester
filling. Machine
washable at 40˚C.
313 23903 £35

1

7 Silver Cross Timble
knitted bear
This traditional teddy
comes in a gift box and
features rotating arms
and legs. Suitable
from birth.
Cream 320 29434 £20

Note: room set and
styling is for photographic
purposes only. Bumpers
should not be used with
a duvet, quilt or pillow.
Pillows, duvets and
quilts are not suitable for
children under 12 months
due to overheating and
smothering risks.

6 John Lewis white
cable knit bear
Suitable from birth.
320 00233 £7.95

2

3

4

3

4
5
5
6
7

BED LINEN |
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4

John Lewis Transport
bedding set
1 Cuddle robe
100% cotton. Machine washable
at 60˚C.
313 32246 £12
2 Bumper
Outer 100% cotton. 100% polyester
filling. Machine washable at 40˚C.
313 23003 £35
3 Car cushion
Outer 100% cotton.
100% polyester filling.
313 23004 £20

4 Cotbed duvet set
100% cotton. Includes 1 pillowcase.
Machine washable at 40˚C.
313 23001 £35
5 Sleeping bag
2.5 tog. Machine washable at 40˚C.
6-18 months 313 61929 £24
18-36 months 313 61930 £26

Note: room set and styling is
for photographic purposes only.
Bumpers should not be used
with a quilt, pillow or cushion.
Pillows, duvets, quilts and
cushions are not suitable for
children under 12 months due to
overheating and smothering risks.

John Lewis Fairy
bedding set
1 Cuddle robe
100% cotton. Machine
washable at 60˚C.
313 32241 £12
2 Fairy appliqué cushion
Outer 100% cotton.
100% polyester filling.
313 24712 £20
3 Bumper
Outer 100% cotton.
100% polyester filling.
Machine washable at 40˚C.
313 24711 £40

4 Quilt
100% cotton outer and polyester
fill. Machine washable at 40˚C.
313 24710 £40
5 Cotbed duvet set
100% cotton. Includes 1 pillowcase.
Machine washable at 40˚C.
313 24709 £40

Note: room set and styling is
for photographic purposes only.
Bumpers should not be used
with a quilt, pillow or cushion.
Pillows, duvets, quilts and
cushions are not suitable for
children under 12 months due to
overheating and smothering risks.
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| baby monitors

night lights |
We always
check and match our
high street competitors’
shop and online prices.
Even during sales

Safe and sound
Ensure a restful night’s sleep with a baby monitor and night light

Motorola MBP8 digital baby monitor
Built-in night light, 50m range, out-of-range
warning light and high-sensitivity LED
microphone light on the parent unit.
313 01022 £24.95

BT baby monitor 250
Maximum range 300m. Low-battery and
out-of-range indicator. Temperature display.
2-way talkback. Vibration alert. Mains or battery
operated. Rechargeable batteries included.
313 01033 £69.95

Motorola MBP20 digital video
baby monitor
1.5" colour screen with infrared night vision,
200m ‘optimum’ range and temperature
indicator. Mains or battery operated.
313 01012 £69.99

Tomy Digital TF550 baby monitor
Digital DECT technology. 350m range.
120 channels. Remote-controlled nightlight.
Two-way talkback. Low battery and
out-of-range alarm. Large LCD backlit screen.
313 01018 £69.99

BT video monitor
Large 2.8" LCD colour screen. Switches
automatically to night vision when it’s dark.
Baby room temperature display. Maximum
range 300m.
313 01036 £119.99

BT baby monitor pacifier
Provides high-definition digital sound quality
(Hi-DS™), a lightshow and a choice of
19 lullabies. Includes rechargeable batteries.
313 01034 £89.95

SHOP
THE
RANGE

Angelcare Movement & Sound
Monitor AC401
Detects breathing with sensor pad. Alarm
sounds after 20 seconds of no movement.
Maximum range 250m.
313 01020 £89.95

Angelcare Digital Video & Sound
Monitor AC1120
Day and night video with camera zoom/rotate,
digital sound and full-colour touchscreen.
Maximum range 200m.
313 01021 £169.95

Angelcare Digital Video, Movement &
Sound Monitor AC1100
3-in-1 monitor. Detects breathing movements.
Video, digital sound and full-colour
touchscreen. Maximum range 200m.
313 01002 £249.99

Samsung SEW 3037W baby monitor
3.5" screen monitor unit, integrated flip stand
and belt clip, quiet mode to remove white
background noise, 2-way talk button and
night vision. Maximum range 300m.
313 01009 £159

Tomy Digital Video Plus TDV450
baby monitor
3.5" colour video display, night vision, 2-way
talkback, timer, nightlight. Maximum range
300m. Mains or battery operated.
313 01016 £169.95

iBaby baby monitor
Full rotation and movement. 2-way talkback.
Compatible with iPhone, iPod Touch, iPad
and PC mouse. Includes CD, antenna, power
adaptor, ethernet cable and bracket. WiFi.
313 01008 £169.95

SHOP
THE
RANGE

Grobag Egg thermometer and
night light
Simple-to-use thermometer changes colour
according to temperature, and provides a soft
and comforting glow at night. Mains powered.
313 02210 £22.50

Lindam sensor light
This nightlight plugs into a household socket
and provides a soft and reassuring glow.
Automatically switches on at dusk and will
turn itself off at dawn.
313 02221 £7.99

John Lewis Elmer magic lantern
A revolving night-time scene of colourful
elephants, which shines through a semitransparent outer box.
320 01224 £40

Pabobo musical star projector
Create a beautiful starry night on the ceiling to
help children fall asleep. Also plays soft music.
Battery powered. Automatically switches itself
off after 45 minutes.
313 02219 £25

Gro-Clock
Teaches children when it’s time to sleep or
get up using pictures of the moon and sun.
Adjustable screen brightness, silent option,
optional digital clock and alarm feature.
313 02212 £29.95

Gro-Anywhere blackout blind
Fits directly onto the window glass using
suckers. Can be used vertically or
horizontally, and will fit most styles of
window. Packs into a handy travel bag.
Star print 313 02220 £29.99

| toiletries

BATHtime |

Clean and cared for
Gentle toiletries for both mum and baby, plus bathtime essentials

Neal’s Yard Mother gift box
Includes Mother’s Balm, 35g; Mother’s Bath
Oil, 100ml; and Mother’s Massage Oil, 100ml.
313 37907 £35

L’Occitane Mum and Baby range
Hydrating Lotion, 300ml 313 37801 £22
Cream, 50ml 313 37803 £13.50
Balm, 50ml 313 37804 £13.50

Boo Boo Mummy & Me pamper
gift set
Includes Splendidly Soothing Bath Soak, 250ml;
Super Stretchy Miracle Oil, 100ml; Very Gentle
Top-to-Toe Wash, 50ml; Kind & Creamy Baby
Lotion, 50ml; Soothing Bottom Butter, 10g.
313 38901 £32.95

Mama Mio range
Stretch Mark Oil, 120ml 313 37710 £23
Leg Cooling Serum, 100ml 313 37714 £16.50
Stretch Mark Cream, 100ml 313 37713 £45
Super-rich Body Cream, 200ml 313 37705 £19
Stretch Mark Butter, 120ml 313 37703 £23

Burt’s Bees Baby Bee range
No Tears Shampoo, 236ml 313 38215 £7.95
Nappy Ointment, 50g 313 38202 £5.95
Bubble Bath, 354ml 313 38216 £9.95
Nourishing Baby Oil, 100g 313 38204 £9.95

Neal’s Yard Remedies range
Baby Bath and Shampoo, 200ml 313 38001 £8
Organic Baby Soap, 100g 313 38008 £4.70
Organic Barrier Cream, 225g 313 38007 £14.50

John Lewis Baby foam sponge (pack of 2)
Twin pack of circular foam sponges.
313 32101 £2

Ocean bath squirters (set of 4)
Fun bath squirters in the shape of ocean
creatures. Suitable from 6 months.
320 20244 £9.95

Tomy Swimming Turtle bath toy
This large turtle swims through water on both
his back and front, gurgling and singing as he
goes. Suitable from 12 months.
320 20232 £11.95

Braun Thermoscan thermometer 4520
Easy to read and clinically tested for accuracy.
313 35605 £42.99

Cosatto Easi Peasi bath and
changing unit
Soft padded mattress and easy-to-reach
compartments for all your essentials. Easily
converts into a baby bath with a practical
drainage tube. Suitable for babies up to 15kg.
Zuton 313 33998 £130
Raspberry dot 313 26917 £20

John Lewis changing mat
Wipe-clean changing mat with supportive
foam padding and a phthalate-free PVC cover.
Pink bunnies 313 33906 £12
Blue elephant 313 33907 £12

Cuddledry organic cotton apron
bath towel
Highly absorbent and fast drying. Made with
the finest organic cotton, making it perfect
for sensitive baby skin, both at bath time and
when you take them swimming.
313 32230 £34.99

SHOP
THE
RANGE

Organic Babies range
Soothing Baby Salve, 100ml 313 37402 £9.70
Baby Wash and Shampoo, 150ml
313 37403 £6.89
No Scent Body Lotion, 150ml 313 37406 £9.45
Sun Lotion SPF25, 150ml 313 37422 £15.95

Little Sprout children’s haircare range
Natural Shampoo, 470ml 313 38303 £13.50
Deep Conditioner, 470ml 313 38304 £14.50
Hair and Body Baby Wash, 354ml
313 38307 £15.50
Miracle Detangler, 354ml 313 38310 £17.50

Earth Friendly Baby Soothing
Chamomile range
Lavender Bubble Bath, 330ml 313 37306 £5.49
Chamomile Shampoo and Bodywash, 250ml
313 37304 £4.08
Gentle Aloe Vera wet wipes (72 wipes)
313 37322 £2.99

John Lewis Value bath set
Have everything you need at your fingertips
with this useful bath set. Includes top and tail
bowl, cuddle robe, sponge and drainer.
White 313 34520 £20

Aquascale bath and scales
Records your baby’s weight. Allows constant
monitoring of the temperature of the water.
Ergonomically designed to support infants with
anti-slip panels. Removable support included
for smaller babies.
313 32001 £49.99

John Lewis Baby natural bath sponge
Made from managed sustainable sources.
313 32107 £3.50

Braun Lf40 thermometer lens filters
313 35607 £7.99

Travel
A pushchair and car seat are important
purchases, but the choice can be confusing.
For help finding the right ones for your
lifestyle and budget, book an appointment
with a nursery advisor, who will talk you
through the range and demonstrate all the
different features. We’ve got everything else
you need for when you’re out and about too,
including baby carriers and changing bags.

Pushchairs
Car seat advice
Car seats
Baby carriers
Changing bags
Travel cots
Stair gates

|

iCandy Strawberry pushchair
With a lightweight chassis and a unique
one-handed STEP & STAND FOLD™
action, the iCandy Strawberry boasts
a multi-functional system including
MEMORY™ auto alignment when
unfolded. The large carrycot offers
the lie-flat position, which benefits
your baby in the early months and is
also suitable for overnight sleeping.
With the addition of the car seat
adaptors (sold separately), the
Maxi-Cosi CabrioFix or Pebble, or the
BeSafe iZiGo fits the Strawberry for a
truly practical travel system. Personalise
your carrycot and seat unit with the
addition of a Strawberry flavour pack:
choose from 4 flavours to suit your
personal choice, or combine more than
one for a unique look. H95-106 x W60
x D70.5cm. Folded H32.5 x W60 x
D98cm. Weight 11.4kg. Suitable from
birth when used with carrycot. Seat
unit suitable from 6 months.
Bare black chassis 314 23501
Bare black carrycot 314 23502
Flavour packs
Pomegranate
Seat pack 314 23532
Carrycot pack 314 23533
Elderberry
Seat pack 314 23542
Carrycot pack 314 23543
Earl Grey
Seat pack 314 23522
Carrycot pack 314 23523
Assam
Seat pack 314 23512
Carrycot pack 314 23513

Note: iCandy pushchairs are only
available to purchase in our shops,
and to view online. For prices and
more information, please visit one
of our shops.

iCandy

Whether you’re buying for one or planning a
growing family, there’s a colourful iCandy to suit

There’s something for everyone in the extensive iCandy range. With the versatility
of forward and rearward-facing seat units, four-wheel or three-wheel options,
carrycots suitable from birth and stylish colours, there’s a pushchair for you. With
the option of a single pushchair, tandems for twins and the ability to upgrade from
a single to a double, you’re sure to find a practical, stylish solution from iCandy.

iCandy Cherry pushchair
Extra lightweight and versatile, the
iCandy Cherry offers flexibility with
forward and rearward-facing seat
modes, an easy-fold mechanism and
the ability to free stand when folded.
Features also include a large shopping
basket, adjustable leg rest and adjustable
canopy. The carrycot (sold separately)
is suitable from birth and for overnight
sleeping, comes with a padded mattress
and folds flat for easy storage. The
Cherry is compatible with the Maxi-Cosi
CabrioFix or Pebble, or the BeSafe
iZiGo with the addition of car seat
adaptors (sold separately). H100 x
W59 x L74.5cm. Folded H31 x W59 x
L87cm. Weight 9.8kg. Seat unit suitable
from 6 months. Suitable from birth
when used with a carrycot.
Toffee Fudge pushchair 314 23313
Toffee Fudge carrycot 314 23314

iCandy Cherry Special Edition
pushchair
Taking inspiration from the iconic
Union Jack, with classic regal colours
and stylish finishing touches. The
Cherry Special Edition comes as a
complete package, with pushchair,
carrycot, luxury superfleece footmuff,
changing bag, parasol, parasol/cupholder
clamp and raincovers. The lightweight
carrycot is suitable from birth and for
overnight sleeping, comes with a
padded mattress and folds flat for easy
storage. The Cherry Special Edition
is compatible with the Maxi-Cosi
CabrioFix or Pebble with the addition
of car seat adaptors (sold separately).
H100 x W59 x L74.5cm. Folded H31 x
W59 x L87cm. Weight 9.8kg. Seat unit
suitable from 6 months. Suitable from
birth when used with a carrycot.
Union Jack 314 23311

Also available:
Black Cherry
Pushchair 314 23309
Carrycot 314 23310
Mulberry
Pushchair 314 23305
Carrycot 314 23306

|
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iCandy
iCandy Peach Blossom Twin 2 pushchair
The iCandy Peach Blossom Twin 2 comes complete with two carrycots and
two seat units. With many of the great benefits of the Peach 2, this twin
option gives you a double mode of transport on the footprint of a single.
With the addition of the car seat adaptors (sold separately), the Peach
Blossom Twin 2 is compatible with the Maxi-Cosi CabrioFix or Pebble. Seat
unit suitable from 6 months. Suitable from birth when used with a carrycot.
Parma Violet 314 22591

iCandy Peach Jogger pushchair
The iCandy Peach Jogger comes with air tyres as standard, with the
option to convert to solid EVA should you prefer. With a compact easy
fold, forward and rearward-facing seat unit, quick-release front wheel,
adjustable handle height and sporty, soft-touch fabrics, the Peach Jogger
is a versatile choice. The carrycot (sold separately) is suitable from birth
and for overnight sleeping, comes with a padded mattress and folds flat
for easy storage. With the addition of the car seat adaptors (sold
separately) the Peach Jogger accommodates the Maxi-Cosi CabrioFix
or Pebble, or the BeSafe iZiGo. H95.5-105.5 x W60 x L89cm. Folded
H28.5 x W60 x L73cm. Weight 13.9kg. Seat unit suitable from 6 months.
Suitable from birth when used with a carrycot.
Gumdrop 314 24109
Carrycot 314 24110

Also available:
Berry Bon Bon
314 22571
Black Magic
314 22561
Silver Mint
314 22581

iCandy Peach 2 pushchair
Modern sleek curves combine with stunning fabrics and simplistic
styling. The Peach 2 offers all the functionality you need, from compact
one-hand fold to being able to convert into a double mode of transport
with the addition of a Peach Blossom 2 converter. Features include
forward and rearward-facing seat unit, adjustable handle height, swivel
or fixed-front wheels, lightweight chassis and large shopping basket.
The carrycot (sold separately) is suitable from birth and for overnight
sleeping, comes with a padded mattress and folds flat for easy storage.
The iCandy Peach 2 is compatible with the Maxi-Cosi CabrioFix or
Pebble with the addition of car seat adaptors (sold separately). H95-105
x W60 x L72cm. Folded H28.5 x W60 x L70cm. Weight 14.2kg. Seat unit
suitable from 6 months. Suitable from birth when used with a carrycot.
Silver Mint 314 23481
Carrycot 314 23482

Also available:
Black Magic
Pushchair 314 23461
Carrycot 314 23462
Berry Bon Bon
Pushchair 314 23471
Carrycot 314 23472
Parma Violet
Pushchair 314 23491
Carrycot 314 23492

iCandy Peach Blossom 2
The iCandy Peach 2 single can be upgraded to a double with a converter,
which includes a lower seat unit and converter bars. The Peach Blossom
2 can be purchased from the outset to accommodate a newborn and
toddler. This includes the chassis, converter bars and two seat units. A
newborn carrycot and car seat adaptors (compatible with the Maxi-Cosi
CabrioFix or Pebble) are also available, both sold separately. Seat unit
suitable from 6 months. Suitable from birth when used with a carrycot.
Berry Bon Bon 314 22572

Also available:
Parma Violet
314 22592
Black Magic
314 22582
Silver Mint
314 22592

Also available:
Blackberry
Pushchair 314 24103
Carrycot 314 24104
Avocado
Pushchair 314 24107
Carrycot 314 24108

iCandy Peach Special Edition pushchair
The Peach Special Edition features a cotton-rich fabric illustrating
famous landmarks from around the world. The carrycot and seat unit
sit on a highly polished black chassis with co-ordinating black wheels.
This Special Edition offers all the practical features of the Original Peach
2 (shown opposite) and also includes a carrycot within the package.
Accessory pack also available, which includes changing bag, parasol and
footmuff. H95-105 x W60 x L72cm. Folded H28.5 x W60 x L70cm.
Weight 14.2kg. Seat unit suitable from 6 months. Suitable from birth
when used with a carrycot.
World 314 23450
World accessory pack 314 23451

Note: iCandy pushchairs are only
available to purchase in our shops,
and to view online. For prices and
more information, please visit one
of our shops.

Loganberry
Pushchair 314 24111
Carrycot 314 24112
Glacier
Pushchair 314 24101
Carrycot 314 24102
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Bugaboo special editions

iCandy
Apple 2 Pear Pip converter and Twin Tandem pushchair
Whether you’re expecting twins or your second child, the Apple 2 Pear
offers great flexibility. The Apple 2 can be upgraded from a single to a
double for your second child with the use of the unique new Pip
converter system. This allows you to add a second seat unit in the lower
position. The newborn nest (sold separately) can be added for your
newborn in the lower position or with the use of car seat adaptors (sold
separately) you have the ability to add the Maxi-Cosi Pebble, Cabrio or
BeSafe iZiGo infant carrier car seats. The Apple 2 Pear Twin features twin
forward-facing seat units, twin newborn nests (sold separately) from birth
or add the car seat adaptors (sold separately) for use with the above
infant carrier car seats. Weight (chassis with wheels, Pip converter system
and 2 seats) approximately 16.10kg. H97.4-111.7 x W60.2 x L80.6cm.
Folded H33.9 x W60.2 x L89.5cm. Seat unit(s) suitable from six months.
Suitable from birth when used with the newborn nest(s).

The Bugaboo Donkey and Bugaboo Bee special
editions offer the best in style and practicality
These unique pushchairs offer the exceptional quality you expect from Bugaboo, combined with
stylish extras to make them stand out from the crowd. Mixing fashion with function, they adjust
to your needs as your baby grows – and in sleek black they look great too.
WATCH
THE
VIDEO

Apple 2 Pear Pip Converter 314 23001
Apple 2 Pear Twin Tandem 314 22902
Apple 2 Pear Newborn Nest Fabric 314 22816
Flavour Canopies
Aniseed 314 23209
Chilli 314 23204
Papaya 314 23207
Caviar 314 23210
Raspberry Blue 314 23205
Cookie 314 23208
Cassis 314 23206

iCandy Apple 2 Pear pushchair
The iCandy Apple 2 has many features, including forward and parentfacing seat unit, compact fold without removing the seat unit, adjustable
handle height, large shopping basket and the ability to upgrade to the
Pear 2 to accommodate your growing family. With the addition of car
seat adaptors (sold separately), the Apple 2 is compatible with the
Maxi-Cosi Pebble, Cabrio and the BeSafe iZiGo infant carrier car seats.
Purchase your stylish black Apple 2 seat unit and add colour with a
Flavour Canopy, available in seven delicious flavours. The Apple 2
carrycot (sold separately) is suitable from birth and overnight sleeping,
and comes complete with a padded mattress. Weight (chassis with
wheels and seat) 12.5kg. H97.4-111.7 x W60.2 x L80.6cm. Folded
H33.9 x W60.2 x L89.5cm. Seat unit suitable from six months.
Suitable from birth when used with the carrycot.
Apple 2 Pear pushchair 314 23202
Flavour Canopies
Aniseed 314 23209
Chilli 314 23204
Papaya 314 23207
Caviar 314 23210
Raspberry Blue 314 23205
Cookie 314 23208
Cassis 314 23206

Note: iCandy pushchairs are only available to purchase
in our shops, and to view online. For prices and more
information, please visit one of our shops.

Bugaboo Donkey All Black Special Edition
The All Black family is now complete with the arrival of the Bugaboo
Donkey All Black. With all the great features of the Bugaboo Donkey
but in the chic All Black, it is ideal for growing and stylish families. The
Bugaboo Donkey All Black mono package for one child includes the
chassis, seat frame, carrycot, sun canopy, apron, underseat basket, side
luggage basket and rain cover. By adding the Duo extension pack (sold
separately) and a sun canopy, the Bugaboo Donkey turns into a Duo
pushchair with either a carrycot for your newborn and a seat unit for
your older child or 2 seats facing the parent or the world. The twin
configuration will carry 2 children of the same age in true style.
All Black Donkey Mono 314 12557 £949
Duo Extension set 314 12558 £165

Bugaboo Bee All Black Collection
The Bugaboo Bee All Black is ideal for each moment of the day and
for every destination. The Bugaboo Bee has a spacious, fully reclining,
extendable seat that reverses and adjusts to your growing child so
it’s suitable from newborn to toddler. All of Bugaboo’s functional
buttons, such as those that control the adjustable handlebar and
clickable seat, will still be easy to spot in their recognisable white.
Complete Bugaboo Bee All Black 314 10940 £529
Also available:
Complete Bugaboo Cameleon3 All Black 314 13353 £869
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Bugaboo Cameleon3

Bugaboo Donkey

You’ll be ready to go anywhere with the
versatile multi-terrain Bugaboo Cameleon3

Easy to convert, the Bugaboo Donkey is ideal
for one child, a baby and toddler, or twins

The Bugaboo Cameleon3 has a reversible, extendable handlebar and can
hold either the carrycot or the reversible, reclining seat unit. The carrycot has
a breathable mattress to help keep your baby cool. Both the carrycot fabric
and seat fabric are machine washable, and come in a choice of great colours.
Other features include a rotating carry handle, adjustable suspension and a
generous wheel base.

In just three simple clicks, the Bugaboo Donkey easily converts from a
full-size mono pushchair to a full-size side-by-side duo pushchair and back
again, making it suitable for your first child, second child, both or twins. Even
in full duo position, it’s still compact, with flexible storage that includes side
and underseat baskets.

Mix and match the tailored fabric
and base unit fabric to create
your favourite colourways

Base unit
Black 314 12503 £829
Sand 314 12504 £829
Duo extension set
Black 314 12510 £155
Sand 314 12511 £155

The extendable handlebar
means both mum and dad
can push it with ease

WATCH
THE
VIDEO
Mono configuration

WATCH
THE
VIDEO

Bugaboo
Cameleon3
with parasol

Large foam-filled
tyres mean you’ll
never have to pump
them up

Tailored fabric set
Black 314 12530 £70
Red 314 12531 £70
Sand 314 12532 £70
Pink 314 12533 £70
Off white 314 12534 £70
Royal blue 314 12535 £70
Bugaboo Sun Canopy
Black 314 16830 £45
Red 314 16831 £45
Sand 314 16832 £45
Pink 314 16833 £45
Off white 314 16834 £45
Royal blue 314 16835 £45
Mono (for 1 child) Mono configuration can be
used for one child, with the potential to convert
to a duo pushchair when a new child arrives.
£899 complete
Duo (for 2 children of different ages)
Transforms from mono to duo configuration
for a toddler and a baby. The duo extension set
includes the extra base seat fabric, seat frame,
tailored sun canopy fabric, carry handle and
raincover for a toddler. £1,099 complete
Twin (for 2 children of the same age) Also
capable of carrying twins. From car seat to
carrycot to toddler seat, it will keep on adapting
to your twins as they grow. £1,219 complete

Base unit
Sand 314 13332 £729
Dark grey 314 13331 £729
Black 314 13330 £729
Dark brown 314 13333 £729

Bugaboo Cameleon3
The base unit price includes the frame, carrycot, seat unit, canopy wires, raincover and underseat
bag. Accessories for the Bugaboo Cameleon3 include a Breezy Sun Canopy, sunshade, parasol,
cup holder, wheeled board, wheeled transport bag, seat liner, rough terrain wheels and a highperformance footmuff (sold separately). Folded H90 x W50 x D31cm. Handle H97-111cm.
Weight 9kg. Carrycot suitable from birth. Seat unit suitable from 6 months.
Complete Bugaboo Cameleon3 base unit and tailored fabric set £799

We always
check and match our
high street competitors’
shop and online prices.
Even during sales

Tailored fabric set
Off white 314 13464 £70
Orange 314 13467 £70
Red 314 13461 £70
Black 314 13460 £70
Sand 314 13462 £70
Pink 314 13463 £70
Royal blue 314 13465 £70
Petrol blue 314 13466 £70
Bugaboo Car Seat Adaptor
The Bugaboo Cameleon3 fits Maxi-Cosi
CabrioFix and Pebble car seats when
you attach an adaptor.
314 15902 £29.95

Bugaboo Car Seat Adaptor
The Bugaboo Donkey fits Maxi-Cosi CabrioFix
and Pebble car seats when you attach an adaptor.
Mono 314 15922 £29.95
Duo 314 15923 £49.95

Mono configuration with car seat

Duo configuration

Twin configuration

|

One-piece
height-adjustable
handlebar

|
Large sun canopy means
child is safely enclosed
and protected from the
elements

Base
Black 314 10911 £439.05
Bugaboo Sun Canopy
Yellow 314 10915 £39.95
Red 314 10913 £39.95
Royal Blue 314 10918 £39.95
Pink 314 10917 £39.95
Sand 314 10919 £39.95
Black 314 10912 £39.95
Off white 314 10922 £39.95
Bugaboo Seat Liner
Black 314 15030 £39.95
Red 314 15031 £39.95
Sand 314 15032£39.95
Pink 314 15033 £39.95
Off white 314 15034 £39.95
Royal blue 314 15035 £39.95
Yellow 314 15037 £39.95
Dark Grey 314 15038 £39.95
Orange 314 15039 £39.95
Petrol blue 314 15040 £39.95

Baby cocoon

Bugaboo Buffalo
The all-new, all-terrain Bugaboo Buffalo
guarantees a smooth ride wherever you go
Designed for all-terrain performance, the Bugaboo Buffalo is as at home
in the city as it is on tougher trails. Versatile, robust and spacious, the
one-piece fold Bugaboo Buffalo has multiple luggage options (up to 16kg),
a high and spacious seat (up to 23kg), and an extendable sun canopy for
extra protection against the elements. So no matter how rough your
expedition, it will always be a smooth ride.

Base
Black 314 13201 £770
Sand 314 13202 £770
Bugaboo Tailored Fabric
Black 314 13203 £89
Red 314 13205 £89
Pink 314 13204 £89
Off white 314 13206 £89
Royal blue 314 13208 £89
Petrol blue 314 13207 £89

Extendable
sun canopy

Bugaboo Bee Baby Cocoon
Add to the seat of the Bugaboo Bee in fully
reclined position to provide extra comfort,
protection and head support for infants. The
baby cocoon has a removable head support
and cover and is machine washable.

Reversible seat unit

Carrycot for
newborns

Black314 18421 £69.95
Red 314 18422 £69.95
Sand 314 18423 £69.95
Yellow 314 18424 £69.95
Royal Blue 314 18425 £69.95
Pink 314 18426 £69.95

Individual
suspension for a
bump-free ride

Compact fold

Bugaboo Bee
Simple to take out and about, the Bugaboo
Bee is a complete urban pushchair that grows
with your child, from newborn to toddler
The seat unit comes in black – then you can choose a matching or contrasting
colour for the canopy. The seat is sturdy and ventilated and can reverse, recline
and extend. The height-adjustable handlebar offers easy one-handed steering
and the foam-filled rubber tyres with individual suspension make for a bump-free
ride. The price for the chassis includes the frame, underseat basket, raincover,
user guide and 2-year warranty. The canopy and cocoon are sold separately.

Bugaboo Car Seat Adaptor
The Bugaboo Bee fits Maxi Cosi
CabrioFix and Pebble car seats
when you attach an adaptor.
314 15912 £29.95

One-piece fold
and self-standing
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Bugaboo

NUNA PEPP

Complete the look with this range of stylish and practical accessories

Lightweight and compact, the Nuna Pepp pushchair
is simple to use and makes everyday trips a breeze
The Pepp buggy is cleverly designed to think of everything, from an ultra-compact
fold-in-half design to the ability to get around town with one hand to a fully flat
recline. The design also allows you to fold the pushchair flat down to backpack
size; ideal for car boots, public transport or compact storage.

Bugaboo Footmuff
Lined with soft bamboo charcoal fleece to
keep your child cosy and warm on cold days.
Designed to fit all Bugaboo pushchairs.
Machine washable.
£94.95

Bugaboo High Performance Footmuff
Bugaboo Changing Bag
This adaptable footmuff has two detachable
The Bugaboo Changing bag fuses clever
covers, so you can adjust the cover for winter
storage with function and features. 14 inside
or spring/autumn weather. The durable coating
and outside pockets. Water-repellent
means it’s water and oil repellent, too.
coating. Includes changing mat, which has
Arctic Grey 314 18303 £149.95
2 integral pockets.
Black/Red 315 80510 £89.95
Also available:
Red 314 18302 £149.95
SHOP
Black 314 18306 £149.95

Car seat on chassis

Folded

THE
BRAND

Lie-flat mode

Bugaboo Tray
The Bugaboo tray makes it easier to store,
transport, serve and clean up your child’s
refreshments. Compatible with the
Bugaboo Cameleon3, Bugaboo Donkey
and Bugaboo Buffalo.
Black/White 314 15083 £34.95
Bugaboo Bee tray 314 19126 £34.95

Bugaboo Cup Holder
The cup holder is the perfect place for a
bottle, a sippy cup or even an extra-large iced
latte. Up to 700ml/24oz. Compatible with
the Bugaboo Bee, Bugaboo Cameleon3,
Bugaboo Donkey and Bugaboo Buffalo.
314 15051 £14.95

Bugaboo Organiser
Compatible with all Bugaboo strollers. It has
4 inner compartments, a zip pocket and 2
outer pockets. In addition, the outside of
the bag is water repellent.
Black 314 15082 £29.95

Nuna PEPP
The Nuna PEPP is a chic, unique ride from the moment your baby enters
the world through to toddlerhood. It features a 3 and 5-point safety
harness, one-touch braking system and a higher seat so your baby can have
a great view of the world. The Pepp is adaptable too and comes complete
with a crease-resistant raincover, shopping basket and sun canopy. It’s also
compatible with the Nuna Pipa infant carrier and Maxi-Cosi infant carrier
with use of adaptors (sold separately). H95-105 x W55 x D74-84cm.
Folded H73 x W55 x D26cm. Weight 8.6kg. Suitable from birth.
Emerald 315 20102 £200

Also available:
Yellow 315 20105 £200
Scarlet 315 20103 £200
Sand 315 20101 £200
Night 315 20104 £200

Maxi-Cosi and Nuna Pipa
infant carrier adaptors
315 20801 £25
Nuna Pipa car seat
Sand 315 50410 £150
Night 315 50411 £150
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UPPAbaby
UPPAbaby’s tried-and-tested pushchairs combine comfort
and safety in a choice of three sleek and stylish designs

WATCH
THE
VIDEO

RumbleSeat on Vista

Carrycot

UPPAbaby Vista
Designed to transport your baby or toddler in comfort wherever you want to go. Practical from
day one, it has a 3-position reclining seat and a huge basket that is easily accessible even with the
carrycot fitted. Adjustable foot rest and handle height. No-puncture, quick-release wheels and lock or
swivel front wheels. Comes with a removable seat liner, removable cup holder, shoulder carry strap,
SPF50 pop-out sun canopy and raincover. Both the carrycot liner and mattress cover are easily
removed for cleaning, and all fabrics have a stain guard finish. The Vista package includes the carrycot,
seat unit, 2 raincovers, 2 SPF50 sunshades, 2 insect nets and car seat adaptors that are suitable for the
Maxi-Cosi or BeSafe Go infant carriers. H107.5 x W50.5 x L106cm. Folded H28 x W31 x L106cm.
Chassis and seat weight 11.5kg. Carrycot 3.8kg. Suitable from birth.
Denny Red 315 21701 £629.95

UPPAbaby G-Luxe stroller
Suitable from 6 months, the G-Luxe
stroller has a multi-recline seat,
lockable front wheels, hand-level
folding triggers and the ability to free
stand when folded. It comes with a
reversible machine-washable seat liner,
easy-access basket, removable cup
holder and SPF50 pop-out canopy.
H107.5 x W51 x L81.5cm. Folded H38
x W31 x L106cm.
Teal 315 21608 £194.95
Also available:
Denny Red 315 21501 £194.95
Ani Orange 315 21605 £194.95
Grey 315 21606 £194.95
Purple 315 21607 £194.95

Also available:
Jake Black 315 21710 £629.95
Lindsey Wheat 315 21730 £629.95
Carlin Green 315 21201 £629.95
Olivia Pink 315 21205 £629.95
Drew Orange 315 23206 £629.95
Taylor 315 21216 £629.95

UPPAbaby Cruz
The Cruz delivers a compact stroller
without compromising on the features
of a full-size stroller. Suitable from birth
with the carrycot. The seat can be
forward or rearward facing. The Cruz
folds with a one-step easy fold, with or
without the seat attached. Includes
SPF50 sunshade, insect net and
raincover. H108 x W56.5 x D74cm.
Folded H94 x W56.5 x D34cm.
Jake Black 315 22202 £399.95
Other colours available in our
shops and online
Carrycot
Includes SPF50 sunshade, insect net
and raincover.
Jake Black 315 22203 £134.95
Car seat adaptor
Suitable for Maxi-Cosi or BeSafe
infant carriers.
315 22206 £32.95
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Mountain Buggy

phil&teds

Whether in the city or off-road, Mountain Buggy’s stylish
designs are lightweight and simple to manoeuvre

phil&teds® is famous for inventing the inline stroller, which grows
with your family and adapts to take one or two children

Mountain Buggy swift buggy
With a compact design and light construction, the swift buggy is ideal
for parents looking for tough engineering without bulk. The ultra-slim
frame is only 59cm wide and the frame weighs just 9.5kg, so it’s ideal
for travelling or public transport. Suitable from birth to 25kg. H78-106
x W59 x D100cm. Folded H95 x W46 x D30cm.
Chilli 314 50304 £399
Also available:
Lime 314 50307 £399

Mountain Buggy duet buggy
This slimline double buggy is only 63cm wide, so it’s ideal for parents
looking for a compact stroller for two children. It’s also compact when
folded, and the lightweight aluminium frame means it’s easy to
manoeuvre. The seat units are each 29.5cm wide, assuring comfort for
children up to around 4 years of age. Takes one or two travel systems or
carrycots – perfect for twins. H96 x W63 x D32cm. Weight 15.5kg.
Flint 314 50305 £579

Also available:
Black 314 54460
Gold Kiwi 314 54480
Cherry 314 54490
£459

Also available:
Flint 314 54430
Chilli 314 54420
phil&teds® Dot inline stroller
The most compact phil&teds inline stroller to date, yet with a full-size seat
and multi-terrain manoeuvrability. One-hand recline on the double kit and
new Snug carrycot with soft mattress and bonnet-style hood. Suitable for
0-5 years. Folded (wheels off) L76.2 x W50.8 x D22.8cm. Weight 12kg.
Apple 314 54440 £409

Mountain Buggy freerider
The freerider offers dual functionality that transforms a buggy board
into a scooter in seconds (no tools required).
Orange 314 55105 £79

Mountain Buggy swift
carrycot
Black 314 50325 £149

Maxi-Cosi CabrioFix
adaptors
314 56001 £29

Mountain Buggy duet
carrycot
Black 314 50306 £140

Maxi-Cosi travel system
adaptor
314 56010 £29

phil&teds® Dot double kit
Apple 314 54441 £109
Other colours available, see online
and in our shops

phil&teds® Snug carrycot
314 54401 £139

phil&teds® Navigator inline stroller
The go-everywhere inline stroller with on/off road dependability, offering
a one-hand recline on the double kit, liners and hood colours to mix and
match, and a matte, soft fabric finish. Compatible with the new Snug
carrycot and Face to Face parent-facing seat. Suitable for 0-5 years.
Folded L76 x W59 x D30cm. Weight 12.5kg.
Sky Blue 314 54470 £459

phil&teds® Navigator double kit
Sky Blue 314 54471 £119
Other colours available, see online
and in our shops

phil&teds® Navigator Face to
Face parent-facing seat
Black 314 54459 £49
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Choose your Wayfarer hood and apron colours, then add accessories

SHOP
THE
BRAND

Silver Cross Wayfarer pram/
pushchair
Ultra-light and super-compact,
Wayfarer is suitable for both
newborns and toddlers. It includes
a lie-flat carrycot and pushchair
seat unit, and converts to a travel
system with the Simplicity car seat.
It features four-way suspension,
multi-position one-hand seat
recline, large underseat storage
basket, multi-position handle
height adjustment, alloy-style
lockable swivel wheels and an
easy step on-off brake. L94 x
W53.5 x H100-107cm. Folded
L84cm x W53.5cm x H33.5cm.

Silver Cross Wayfarer
New for 2013, Wayfarer is a lightweight and
compact three-in-one combination with a
carrycot and pushchair supplied in the package
Flexible, functional and fun, Wayfarer is the perfect mix of practicality and style.
Use the carrycot and it’s a lie-flat pram for your newborn, which is suitable
for overnight sleeping. Switch to the seat unit and it’s a forward or rear-facing
multi-position pushchair with a brilliant one-piece fold. Add the Simplicity car
seat and it’s a complete travel system. It comes with an ingeniously designed
hood and apron pack that fits both pram and carrycot, and there’s a wide
range of specially designed accessories available in all seven colours.

Wayfarer Base pack
Includes the polished chrome
Wayfarer chassis, seat and
carrycot in black fabric, a
multi-position cup holder,
large shopping basket, ftted
ventilated raincover and
Simplicity car seat adaptors.
314 64201 £395

Black

Sky

Lime

Damson

Raspberry

Sand

Reversible seat liner

Aubergine/Chilli

Black/Sand

Damson/Raspberry

Lime/Sky

Wayfarer hood and
apron pack
Includes a multi-position UPF
50+ hood and deep padded
protective apron
Chilli 314 64207 £100
Black 314 64203 £100
Sky 314 64204 £100
Lime 314 64205 £100
Damson 314 64206 £100
Raspberry 314 64208 £100
Sand 314 64209 £100
Reversible seat liners
Aubergine/Chilli 314 63508 £25
Black/Sand 314 63813 £25
Damson/Raspberry 314 63817 £25
Lime/Sky 314 63507 £25

Silver Cross Simplicity infant carrier
Black 315 51101 £130
Simplifix Isofix base 315 55502 £120

Silver Cross Surf parasol
Black 314 67108 £25

Wayfarer changing bag
Black 315 86203 £40
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Silver Cross

The Silver Cross collection features iconic
heritage prams and innovative travel systems
Silver Cross Surf pushchair
The revolutionary Surf is designed to deliver the same exceptional ride as a traditional Silver Cross
pram. It combines comfort and style with exceptional handling. It glides over any obstacle that is
put in its way, thanks to air suspension inspired by mountain bike technology. Quite simply, Surf is the
lightest and most convenient pram/pushchair around. It features a unique babynest and lie-flat position
for your newborn, then adapts easily into a comfortable pushchair with forward and rear-facing seat
as your baby grows. Use with the Simplicity car seat for a complete travel system; also available with
Isofix base. The optional carrycot attaches with one simple click to create a protective cot.
H92-100 x W58 x D98cm. Weight 11.3kg. Suitable from birth.
Surf
Includes chassis, seat unit, baby
nest, shopping basket, raincover
and cup holder.
Black 314 63504 £425
Car seat (optional)

Silver Cross Zest English Twist buggy
Compact, ultra-light and easy to use, with a
one-hand fold and recline function. Exclusive
to John Lewis. Folded L102 x W28 x D28cm.
Weight 6.5kg. Suitable from 3 months.
Blue 314 60307 £100

Silver Cross Zest Vogue buggy
Compact, ultra-light and easy to use. Includes
multi-position seat, seat liner and hood. H107 x
W48 x D64cm. Folded H102 x W28 x D28cm.
Weight 6.5kg. Suitable from 3 months.
Blackberry 314 60305 £120

Silver Cross Pop stroller
Durable, comfortable and practical. Suitable
from birth with full lie-back recline, padded seat
liner, 5-point harness, cup holder and raincover.
Aubergine 314 60102 £140
Exclusive to John Lewis

SHOP
THE
BRAND

Surf hood and apron pack
Includes hood, apron for carrycot
and stroller.
Black 314 63801 £150
Chilli 314 63802 £150
Sky 314 63803 £150
Lime 314 63505 £150
Aubergine 314 63506 £150
Sand 314 63807 £150
Raspberry 314 63808 £150

Carrycot (optional)

Reversible seat liners
Lime/Sky 314 63507 £25
Aubergine/Chilli 314 63508 £25
Black/Sand 314 63813 £25
Raspberry/Purple 314 63817 £25
For the full range of accessories,
see online and in our shops
Carrycot (optional)
Black 314 63512 £125
Simplicity car seat
315 51101 £130

Reversible seat liner

Silver Cross Surf all terrain pushchair
Superior air suspension, making it ideal for
off-road and all terrains. Fully reversible seat,
with 3 recline positions. Can switch to 3-wheel
mode. L71 x W58 x H92-100cm. Weight 15kg.
Suitable from birth.
Chassis 314 64103 £500
Carrycot 314 64104 £125
Nevada apron hood 314 64306 £125

Silver Cross Linear Freeway Country
Club special edition pram
Features diamond quilted fabric, leatherette
detailing, deep padded mattress and liner, with
coordinating changing bag. Converts into a fully
reversible pushchair. L98 x W60 x H92-102cm.
Weight 13.5kg. Suitable from birth.
Freeway 314 63301 £560

Silver Cross Balmoral baby carriage
The original and iconic baby carriage features
a hand-painted body with chrome wheels
and shopping basket, quilted cotton liner with
coordinating mattress cover, leather harness,
and free 5-year guarantee. H125 x W59 x
D133cm. Weight 37kg. Suitable from birth.
Navy Gloss 314 61302 £1,450
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4Moms

Orbit Baby

The Origami is the world’s first power-folding
stroller, folding itself at the touch of a button

With its unique 360° rotation, Orbit Baby is truly
flexible, using cutting-edge design to take you
from road to car, newborn to toddler, effortlessly
Bassinet on stroller
Split handle bar
for one-handed
steering and easy
height adjustment

Seat liners

UV sunshade with
Paparazzi Shield™
extension

Bassinet on rocker
Orbit Baby Newborn baby
package
Includes stroller, collapsible
rocker, bassinet and 2 non-PVC
weather shields.
Slate 315 24022 £840

3DRotation™:
rotate-and-recline
in one fluid motion

True one-handed
twist and lift fold

Aerospace-grade
aluminum for
high strength
and light weight

Innovative
Quadshock™
suspension gives
your baby a
smooth ride
on hassle-free,
no-pump tyres

Carrycot

fyi
Pushchairs come with all sorts of
functions, and each one is different.
If you would like a demonstration
of the different features before
you buy, ask in store

4Moms Origami pushchair
Origami’s truly innovative power-folding
stroller self-charges as you walk via generators
in the rear wheels. Daytime running lights and
pathway lights, which switch on automatically
in low light conditions, make you and your
baby more visible. The clear, lit LCD
dashboard features a thermometer,
speedometer and odometer, and can even
charge your mobile phone. Comes with silver
liner, storage and raincover as standard.
314 70201 £929
Origami carrycot
Black 314 70202 £149.95
Origami seat liners
All colours available online and in our shops.
£59.95

Also available:
Origami phone charger handle bag
Black 314 70301 £32.95

Orbitbaby G2 stroller
package
Includes stroller and
weather shield.
315 24003 £640

Also available:
Orbit Baby footmuff
Natural
Small 315 24701 £119.95
Large 315 24702 £149.95
Orbit Baby panniers
Black 315 24710 £119.95

Removeable Cargo
Pod for storage on
the go
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Orbit Baby Sidekick
strollerboard
315 24730 £119.95
Orbit Baby travel bag
Black 315 24715 £169.95
Orbit Baby car seat adpaters
For Maxi-Cosi and BeSafe.
315 24720 £69.95
Orbit Baby G2 sun canopy
Provides full UVA/UVB protection.
Blue 315 24011 £59.95
All colours available online and
in our shops
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Baby Jogger
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All-terrain pushchairs designed to keep your
baby snug and secure, whether you’re running
in the park or strolling along the street
World-renowned for its innovative designs that offer agility and simple
functionality, Baby Jogger is behind the original high-performance all-terrain
3-wheel stroller. Manufactured in a unique staged-assembly process, which
ensures safety, high quality and long-term durability, all Baby Jogger pushchairs
meet or exceed top international testing standards.

Car seat mode

Carrycot mode x 2

Baby Jogger City Mini pushchair
Lightweight and quick folding, with multiple
storage compartments. Compatible with
Maxi-Cosi and Recaro Young Profi Plus infant
carriers, and a carrycot (all sold separately).
H119 x W62 x D120cm. Folded H81 x W63 x
D38cm. Weight 7.7kg. Suitable from birth.
Stone/Sand 314 74502 £259.95
Also available:
Crimson/Grey 314 74501 £259.95

Baby Jogger Versa
Patented quick fold and multi-position recline,
regardless of whether the seat is facing to the
front or back. Ultra-compact fold, quick-release
wheels, adjustable handlebars, hand-operated
parking brake, seat-back storage compartment
and large underseat storage basket.
Black/Silver 314 73406 £399.95

Baby Jogger City Mini 4 wheel pushchair
Vented seat recline with retractable weather
shield. H100.5 x W61 x D105.5cm. Folded
H78.5 x W61 x D25cm. Weight 7.6kg.
Suitable from birth.
Black/Red 314 71302 £279.95
Also available:
Stone/Black 314 71303 £279.95

Baby Jogger City Mini Twin pushchair
Padded seats with one-step recline. H104.7 x
W76 x D73.6cm. Folded H74.9 x W73.6 x
D27.9cm. Weight 11.8kg. Suitable from birth.
Purple/Grey 314 72603 £419.95
Also available:
Black/Grey 314 72901 £419.95
Crimson/Grey 314 72902 £419.95

SHOP
THE
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Baby Jogger City Elite pushchair
Comfort over any terrain with plush seating,
raised kicker and vented seat recline.
Patented quick-fold technology allows you to
fold your stroller in one simple step. H109 x
W67.3 x D100cm. Folded H85 x W70.5 x
D40.6cm. Weight 11.9kg. Suitable from birth.
Black/Black 314 74602 £399.95
Also available:
Black/Stone 314 74601 £399.95

Single mode

Baby Jogger City Select pushchair
Patented quick-fold technology, which allows you to fold your stroller in one simple step.
The City Select offers hand-operated parking brakes as well as 12" rear and 8" front wheels,
with front-wheel suspension and sealed ball bearings. The swivel front wheels also lock into
place for long-distance strolling. The 3-position seat recline ensures passenger comfort, while
the multi-position sun canopy has a peek-a-boo window and adjustable head height.
Ruby 314 73340 £499.95
Also available:
Onyx Black 31473901 £499.95
Amethyst 314 73910 £499.95

City Select second seat kit
Allows you to convert your single
City Select stroller into a double.
Ruby 314 73341 £149.95
Onyx Black 314 73902 £149.95
Amethyst 314 73911 £149.95
City Select carrycot kit
Converts the single seat into a
carrycot in a few simple steps.
Ruby 314 73342 £89.95
Onyx Black 314 73903 £89.95
Amethyst 314 73912 £89.95

Baby Jogger City GT pushchair
With patented quick-fold technology and
plush padded seat, this reclines to near-flat
position. H112 x W62 x D110.5cm. Folded
H53.3 x W20.3 x D81.3cm. Weight 9.5kg.
Suitable from birth.
Shadow/Bamboo 314 74401 £329.95
Also available:
Shadow/Black 314 74801 £329.95
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high street competitors’
shop and online prices.
Even during sales

Maclaren

Lightweight frame, durable fabric and one-hand fold design
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Maclaren Volo buggy
A simple and lightweight aluminium-framed
buggy with a compact umbrella fold and carry
strap. Includes raincover. H104 x W48 x
D59cm. Folded H104 x W26 x D20cm.
Weight 4.3kg. Suitable from 6 months.
Scarlet 314 40512 £90

Maclaren Triumph buggy
Features a padded seat with multiple positions,
round compact hood and swivel wheels.
Includes raincover. H104 x W48 x D59cm.
Folded H104 x W27 x D26.5cm. Weight 5.2kg.
Suitable from 6 months.
Medieval Blue 314 40102 £135

Maclaren Volo buggy
Lightweight, Dylan’s Candy Bar-themed
buggy with black chassis and mesh seat.
Includes reversible seat liner and candy
printed raincover. H104 x W48 x D59cm.
Folded H104 x W26 x D20cm. Weight 4kg.
Suitable from 6 months.
314 40516 £110

Maclaren Globetrotter buggy
Lightweight buggy with 2-position seat,
5-point safety harness and swivel wheels.
Includes raincover. H104 x W48 x D56cm.
Folded H104 x W26 x D17cm. Weight 5kg.
Suitable from 6 months.
Black 314 40804 £120

Maclaren Quest buggy
Single-hand 4-position recline, extendable
leg rest and viewing window on hood.
Includes raincover. H104 x W48 x D59cm.
Folded H104 x W27 x D25cm. Weight 6.1kg.
Suitable from birth.
Black/Silver 314 40211 £185

Maclaren Quest buggy
Single-hand 4-position recline, extendable
leg rest and viewing window on hood.
Includes raincover. H104 x W48 x D59cm.
Folded H104 x W27 x D25cm. Weight 6.1kg.
Suitable from birth.
Quest/Citadel 314 40620 £185

Maclaren Techno XT buggy
One-hand recline, 4-wheel suspension,
extendable handles. Includes boot, liner,
head hugger and shoulder pads. H110 x
W48 x D61cm. Folded H110 x W28 x D29cm.
Weight 7kg. Suitable from birth.
Black 314 40411 £235

Maclaren Techno XT buggy
Single-hand 4-position recline, expandable
hood for added protection, height-adjustable
handles and 4-wheel suspension. Includes
raincover, head hugger and shoulder pads.
H110 x W48 x D61cm. Folded H110 x W28 x
D29cm. Weight 7.2kg. Suitable from birth.
Persian Rose 314 42913 £235

Maclaren Techno XLR buggy
Single-hand recline, suspension, extendable
handlebars. Includes liner, head hugger and
shoulder pads. H110 x W53 x D31cm. Weight
7.5kg. Suitable from birth. Compatible with
a rear-facing carrycot (sold separately).
Silver/Pine Green 314 41313 £300

SHOP
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Maclaren Twin Triumph buggy
Lightweight twin buggy designed to fit through
a standard doorway. Includes raincover. H105 x
W74 x D61cm. Folded H105 x W55 x D36cm.
Weight 5kg. Suitable from 6 months.
Black/Charcoal 314 42910 £215

Maclaren Mark II buggy
Innovative chassis design creates superior
structural integrity that is lighter than air.
Antimicrobial handles, 4-wheel suspension,
ripstop fabric, extendable sun visor on hood.
Suitable from 6 months.
Navy 314 43201 £125

Maclaren BMW buggy
Combining high-quality materials and
signature design details, the BMW has a
padded liner, multi-position recline seat
and contoured hood with mesh windows.
Suitable from 6 months.
Silver 314 43101 £285
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Quinny
In a range of practical styles, these Quinny
pushchairs are adaptable, sleek and modern
Adjustable handlebars

Carrycot

Memory buttons allow
you to remove the seat
with just one hand

Adjustable
footrest

Car seat on chassis

Quinny Zapp Xtra pushchair
Compact, space efficient and stylishly designed, the Quinny Zapp Xtra
boasts 3 forward and 2 rear-facing options. It comes with a raincover
and car seat adaptors for ultimate flexibility, and also has an extendable
footrest, suspension, double front-swivel wheels, 5-point harness and
linked parking brake. Compatible with Maxi-Cosi infant carriers and
Quinny footmuff, sold separately. H102 x W50 x D81cm. Folded H95 x
W42 x D29cm. Weight 7.8kg. Suitable from birth when used with the
car seat or the birth inlay, or from 6 months when using the seat alone.
Red Revolution 314 33403 £250
Also available in:
Rocking Black 314 33401 £250
Quinny footmuff
314 38308 £60
Birth inlay
314 33404 £50

Quinny Buzz 3 pushchair
This unique stroller has ‘gas spring’ technology, which means it can be
unfolded with one hand. The washable seat unit can be both forward
and rear-facing, and adjusted to lie back. All wheels have suspension and
the highly manoeuvrable front-swivel wheel can also be locked. A
raincover, sun canopy, car seat adaptors and a shopping basket are also
included. You can convert it into a travel system by adding the Maxi-Cosi
infant carriers and Quinny foldable carrycot, sold separately. H100-108 x
W33 x D87cm. Folded H87.5 x W60 x D31.5cm. Weight 14.4kg. Suitable
from birth when used with the carrycot, car seat or birth inlay, or from
6 months when using the seat alone.
Rocking Black 314 33430 £425
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Quinny footmuff
314 38308 £60
Birth inlay
314 33404 £50

Rear facing

Quinny Moodd
The Quinny Moodd’s seat unit is suitable from birth and comes with a Baby Nest, which has a soft
fleecy lining and head hugger for extra support. With a fluid folding mechanism, it unfolds with just
one hand. Simply push a button and it springs to life, ready for action with 3 recline positions, each
operational in both forward-facing and parent-facing positions. The handlebar is height adjustable
and ergonomic, with a padded foam handle grip, and can be easily navigated with one hand. It also
comes with a large sun canopy with UV50+ protection, raincover, shopping basket, parasol clip and
car seat adaptors. Compatible with all the Maxi-Cosi infant carriers and Quinny foldable carrycot.
H109 x W66 x D88cm. Folded H44 x W66 x D81cm. Weight 15.1kg. Suitable from birth.
Black Devotion 314 33441 £600

Rear facing

Quinny foldable carrycot
Folds flat for easy storage and
transportation. Includes apron, mattress,
raincover and mosquito net. Compatible
with the Moodd and Buzz 3 pushchairs.
Weight 4.9kg.
Black 314 33470 £165
Quinny footmuff
314 38308 £60

Folded

Rear facing

Car seat on chassis
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Cosatto Giggle
3 in 1 travel system
Compact, easy-to-fold chassis
that comes complete with a
carrycot, making it suitable from
birth. Made from lightweight
aluminium, the Giggle includes
a reversible seat unit, adjustable
handlebar, four-way reversible
Cosy Toes, changing bag and
raincover. Quick-release wheels
for smaller fold and easy care.
Giggle has a spacious storage
basket and auto-locking system
with a compact fold. Chassis
H100 x W60 x D100cm.
Weight 6.1kg
Treet 315 13401 £400
Sunny 315 13412 £400
Golightly 315 13422 £430

Carrycot

Car seats (sold separately)
Treet 315 50450 £100
Sunny 315 50601 £100
Golightly 315 50602 £120

Car seat mode

fyi

Cosatto
The Cosatto range is lightweight, easy to fold
and available in a range of colourful designs

Cosatto offers a
4-year guarantee
when you register
your pushchair
within 28 days

Cosatto Yo! stroller
Yo! is a compact, umbrella-folding buggy with a lightweight aluminium
chassis and multiple-position recline. With lockable front-swivel wheels,
it’s nifty in tight spots, while the handy 2-pedal brake system means it
can be stopped on either side. This stroller includes a head hugger and
chest pads, a comfy reversible Cosy Toes that converts into a liner and
can be either black fleece or polka dot. A raincover, bottle and changing
bag are also included. Yo! also has a spacious storage basket, an
auto-locking system and carry handle for stowing. H98 x W44 x L72cm.
Folded H34 x W30 x L116cm. Weight 7kg. Suitable from birth.
Golightly 315 10101 £265

Also available (changing bag not included):
Toffee Apple 315 10501 £230
Cherry Pop 315 10502 £230
Pear Drop 315 10503 £230

Changing bag
Sunny

Golightly

Without liner

Cosatto Supa Cuddle Monster
The Supa is a revolutionary umbrella-folding pushchair with deluxe
features and functionality. With convenient one-handed multi-recline,
adjustable handle height, self-locking and self-standing storage
functions and detachable seat for easy washing, Supa is all about
making life hassle-free. It provides maximum comfort for your baby
including chest pads, head hugger, raincover and adjustable cushioned
calf support. Sporting an integral hood with extendable sunshade
protection, multimedia pocket in the back of the hood and a window
for visual stimulation cards or a multimedia tablet under the front, and
4-way reversible Cosy Toes for seasonal variation, Supa has exquisite
design detailing. Suitable from birth to 15kg. Also includes Cosatto
4-year guarantee. L74 x H110-114 x W50cm. Weight 8kg.
Cuddle Monster 315 10201 £180

Without liner

Reversible Cosy Toes

| Experts on Hand
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Do I need to buy
a new car seat?

By law, children under the
age of 12 (or less than 135cm)
may not travel by car without
an appropriate seat, and it’s
important to buy a new one
as a secondhand seat may not
meet current safety standards.
Every car seat must conform
to standards ECER44/04, as
all of ours do.

What size do I need?

Confused
by car seats?
A car seat is a legal requirement,
and safety is paramount when
you’re considering which one
to buy. Our specially trained
experts can help. To book a
free consultation with a nursery
advisor, call your local shop or
visit johnlewis.com/nurseryadvice

When it comes to choosing
a car seat that’s suitable and
safe, it is the weight, rather
than age, of your baby that is
the critical factor. European
regulations define 8 groups
of seat, each suitable for a
range of weights (see the table
below for the 5 groups we
sell). It’s also vital to choose a
car seat that’s suitable for your
car as no one seat fits all cars.

Is front or rearwardfacing better?

It’s best to keep your child
rearward-facing for as long as
possible. There are two types
of seat to choose from: infant

Group

Child’s weight

Approx. age of child

0+

Birth – 13kg/29lb

Birth to 12-15 months

0+ and 1

Birth – 18kg/40lb

Birth to 4 years

1

9-18kg/20-40lb

9 months to 4 years

1, 2 and 3

9-36kg/20-79lb

9 months to 12 years

2 and 3

15-36kg/33-79lb

4 to 12 years

carriers are rearward-facing,
and are identifiable by their
carrying handle; combination
car seats are rearward-facing
to start off with, and are then
turned around once your baby
has reached a certain weight.
Please note that you should
never use a rearward-facing
seat on a front passenger
seat that has an airbag, or a
forward-facing seat in some
cases – it’s best to check your
car’s handbook to be sure.

Choosing a car seat
We can advise you on the right type of seat from the groups
available, and provide a demonstration of the different features
fyi

What is Isofix?

Isofix is a universal system
that uses staple-like anchorage
points to fix a car seat to the
vehicle’s chassis, removing the
need to use an adult seatbelt to
secure it. Isofix is installed in all
new ECE-approved cars made
after February 2006. Look at
your vehicle’s handbook or ask
a Partner to check if your car
has Isofix points.

Maxi-Cosi 2wayPearl car seat Group 1
This offers state-of-the-art safety performance
by complying with the latest i-Size car seat
legislation, enabling rearward facing for
70-105cm (around 9 months to 4 years). To be
used with the 2wayFix base (sold separately).
Total Black 315 42201 £300
Available from October

Maxi-Cosi 2wayFix
This provides the best protection and the
safest way of transporting children, enabling
rearward-facing travel from birth up to 4
years old. Compatible with the Maxi-Cosi
Pebble and 2wayPearl (both sold separately).
315 45013 £200
Available from October

i-Size is a new EU standard for
increased safety that requires
rear-facing travel for children up to
15 months old when using an i-Size
car seat. These i-Size seats offer
improved side impact protection
and use Isofix fixings, so they have
less chance of being installed
incorrectly. They are also classified
by length, similar to clothing sizes,
for easier selection. Look out for
the i-Size label, or find out more
from one of our Partners in store

Experts on Hand
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fyi
We’ve signed up to the
Which? Retailer Best
Practice Charter, which
explains the process that
should be followed by
anyone selling car seats.
You can download the
buyer’s checklist at
johnlewis.com

Maxi-Cosi Pebble infant carrier
Group 0+
Deep sides for impact protection. Can be
installed by using a FamilyFix base (see right),
EasyBase 2 (sold separately), or with the car’s
standard 3-point seatbelt.
Modern Black 315 40211 £165
Also available:
Intense Red 315 40205 £165
Divine Denim 315 40210 £165
Confetti 315 40209 £165

Maxi-Cosi FamilyFix car seat base
Uses IsoFix points for optimum safety
and speedy attachment. Light and sound
indicators confirm correct installation.
Compatible with the Maxi-Cosi Pebble
(Group 0+, sold separately), Maxi-Cosi
CabrioFix (Group 0+, sold separately) or
Pearl (Group 1, sold separately) car seats.
H48-65 x W35 x D55cm.
315 45012 £165

Maxi-Cosi Pearl car seat Group 1
Suitable from 9-18kg. Must be fitted with
the FamilyFix Isofix base (sold separately,
see online and in our shops). Optimum side
impact protection, 5 recline positions.
Confetti 315 41908 £180
Also available:
Intense Red 315 41903 £180
Modern Black 315 41909 £180
Spicy Pink 315 41910 £180
Dress Blue 315 41907 £180

car seats |

These Group 0+ infant carriers are suitable from birth up to 13.5kg
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Maxi-Cosi Cabriofix infant carrier
Group 0+
Deep sides for extra side-impact protection,
3-point adjustable harness and sun canopy.
Ergonomic carry handle, washable cover, head
hugger, newborn support pillow, and shoulder
and crotch pads. Can be fitted with a 3-point
adult seatbelt or a FamilyFix, EasyFix or
EasyBase system (all sold separately).
Total Black 314 40117 £135

A Group 1 car seat will last until your child weighs 18kg
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Maxi-Cosi CabrioFix infant carrier
Group 0+
Deep sides for extra side-impact protection,
3-point adjustable harness, sun canopy,
ergonomic carry handle and washable cover.
Can be fitted with a 3-point adult seatbelt
or a FamilyFix, EasyFix or EasyBase system
(all sold separately).
Intense Red 315 40115 £135
Also available:
Black Reflection 315 40111 £135
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Silver Cross Simplicity infant carrier
Group 0+
Suitable from birth to 13kg. Comfortable,
safe and convenient. Exceptional impact
test results. Constructed from superior
safety materials. Generous internal space
allows for the growth of your baby.
Black 315 51101 £130

BeSafe iZi Combi car seat
Group 1
This ultra-safe Isofix seat is so easy to install
and offers a brand new combination seat
allowing your child to sit safely either facing
rearwards or forwards. 3 recline positions,
5-point harness.
Black Alcantara 315 51001 £349.95

Maxi-Cosi Opal car seat
Group 0+ and 1
Suitable from birth. 2-position base to switch
from front to rear-facing. 5 reclining positions,
side protection system, and adjustable
headrest and harness belts.
Total Black 315 40902 £175

Maxi-Cosi Axiss car seat
Group 1
Swivels 90° left or right to make lifting
your child in and out of the car easier.
Suitable from 9kg. Fits with a standard
3-point seatbelt. 8 comfortable positions
and extra padding for a comfortable ride.
Total Black 315 42001 £225
Also available:
Confetti 315 42002 £225
Intense Red 315 42003 £225

Recaro Young Profi Plus infant carrier
Group 0+
Extra-high sides provide optimum protection
in side impacts. Includes adjustable 5-point
safety harness, soft head hugger, washable
cover and UV-protected sunshade. Suitable
from birth to 13kg. Isofix compatible.
Black 315 50306 £115
Also available:
Violet 315 50304 £115
Recaro Isofix base 315 55003 £84.95

Britax First Class Plus car seat
Group 0+ and 1
Suitable from birth up to 13kg in rear-facing
mode, and forward facing from 9-18kg. 5-point
harness with one-pull adjustment. Deep, softly
padded wings for side impact protection,
5 reclining positions.
Black Thunder 315 50911 £159.95

Recaro Young Expert Plus car seat
Group 1
Large side protection shell for ultimate safety.
Recline function for comfort. Compatible
with the Recaro Isofix base (sold separately)
or a standard 3-point seatbelt. The padding
and harness can be adjusted to three
different heights, and the cover can be
removed and machine washed.
Black 315 51701 £165

Kiddy Energy Pro car seat
Group 1
Unique impact shield designed to disperse
the force of an impact through a wide
contact area. High-performance side-impact
protection. One-hand height adjustment,
reclining positioning and ergonomic headrest.
The breathable, durable cover can be
removed and machine washed.
Rumba Red 315 52001 £170
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BeSafe iZi Go infant carrier
Group 0+
Innovative egg shape is simple and strong yet
light. Luxuriously padded and equipped seat
features an adjustable 5-point harness, machine
washable cover, ergonomic carrying handle and
extra-large sunshade. Can be installed with a
3-point seatbelt or the Besafe iZi Go Isofix
Base. Fits most pushchairs.
Grey 315 50209 £129.95

BeSafe iZi Go infant carrier
Group 0+
Innovative egg shape is simple and strong yet
light. Features an adjustable 5-point harness,
machine-washable cover, ergonomic carrying
handle and extra-large sunshade. Can be
installed with a 3-point seatbelt or the Besafe
iZi Go Isofix Base. Fits most pushchairs.
Sober Sport 315 50210 £129.95
Also available:
Isofix base 315 55101 £119.95
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These Group 1 car seats are suitable from 9kg

Groups 123 lasts from 9kg to 36kg, when you no longer need a seat
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Maxi-Cosi Priori XP car seat
Group 1
With built-in side-impact protection and
a removable, washable cover. A seat belt
tensioning lever keeps the belt taut and the
seat secure when fitting. The spacious seat
has 4 reclining positions with one-handed
operation, and can even be adjusted when
your child is in the seat. The 5-point harness
has 3 shoulder-height settings.
Black Reflection 315 41704 £150

Maxi-Cosi Tobi car seat
Group 1
Specially designed base positions the seat
higher. Deep side protection, easy-to-use
harness, adjustable shoulder straps and
headrest, head hugger. 5 reclining positions.
Intense Red 315 41810 £199
Also available in:
Total Black 315 41812 £199
Confetti 315 41811 £199
Black Reflection 315 41803 £199
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Britax Evolva 123 Plus car seat
Group 1, 2 and 3
Grows with your child from 9-36kg
(approximately 9 months to 12 years). 5-point
harness with one-pull adjustment. Adjustable
head rest. Side-impact protection with deep,
softly padded side wings. Upright and recline
position, pull-out drink holder and snack tray.
Black Thunder 315 52512 £159.95

Recaro Young Sport car seat
Group 1, 2 and 3
Deep sides and head support for increased
safety, ergonomically moulded foam for
optimum air circulation, height-adjustable
shoulder belt with energy absorber, patented
belt-tensioner and practical carrying handle.
Removable, washable cover.
Black 315 52605 £165
Also available:
Sport Sapphire 315 25605 £165

Britax Trifix car seat
Group 1
Can be used with Isofix and Top Tether
anchorage points. Easy-to-read indicators
show correct installation. SI-Pad technology
and softly padded side wings provide
optimum side-impact protection. Removable,
washable cover and 5-point harness with
one-pull adjustment.
Max 315 51880 £319.95
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Kiddy Guardian Pro 2 car seat
Group 1, 2 and 3
Suitable from 9kg up to 12 years. Kiddy
impact shield helps to reduce strain during
a collision. Can be adjusted vertically and
horizontally with one hand, and fitted with
a standard 3-point harness. 3-stage leg
extensions, foldable and removable insert
cushion and breathable fabric cover.
Racing Black 315 52703 £225

Maxi-Cosi Rodi Air Protect car seat
Group 2 and 3
Special air protection to divert crash forces away
from your child’s head. Also provides optimal
protection for the body and hips. Suitable from
15-36kg (approximately 4-12 years).
Black Reflection 315 43353 £125
Also available:
Intense Red 315 43354 £125

Recaro Monza Nova2 Seatfix car seat
Group 2 and 3
Extra padding and backing foam in the hip
and head areas, and special crash and
ventilation fins in the side bolsters. Can be
fitted with Isofix or Seatfix connectors.
Integrated loudspeakers in the headrest.
Black 315 53406 £160
Also available:
Cherry 315 53405 £160

Kiddy Cruiserfix Pro car seat
Group 2 and 3
3-stage extendable leg rest. Superb
side-impact protection without restricting
your child’s view. Includes Kiddy K-Fix
connectors for easy connection to Isofix
fittings, which can be quickly and easily
retracted for use in cars without Isofix.
One-hand adjustment.Easy-to-remove,
machine-washable cover.
Racing Black 315 53501 £159

John Lewis Highback booster seat
Group 2 and 3
Deep side-impact protection and support.
Soft padded seat, adjustable side wings
and arm rests all provide a safer and more
comfortable environment. Comes with a
pop-out cup holder. Lightweight design
makes it easily transferable between cars.
Black/Lime 315 53702 £45

John Lewis booster seat Group 2 and 3
Suitable for children from 15-36kg
(approximately 4-12 years). Lightweight
design makes easily transferable between
cars. The seat belt clip ensures the adult seat
belt sits comfortably and correctly across
your child’s shoulder. Padded seat, armrests
and removable, washable cover.
Black/Lime 315 53701 £15
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John Lewis Adjustable Highback
booster seat Group 2 and 3
Deep side-impact protection and support.
Soft padded seat, adjustable side wings
and arm rests all provide a safer and more
comfortable environment. Comes with a
pop-out cup holder. Lightweight design
makes it easily transferable between cars.
Black/Lime 315 53703 £79
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Out and about
A carrier is great for keeping
your baby cuddled close to
you, and your hands free
1 Close Parent Caboo
carrier
5 carrying positions. Supports
your baby’s bottom, back,
neck and head. 100% cotton.
Suitable from birth to 15kg.
Dark Denim 315 70125 £59.95
2 BabyBjörn Active
baby carrier
Extra support for your back
and shoulders. Ensures your
child is in the correct position,
forward or backward facing.
Suitable from birth to 12kg.
Black/Silver 315 70301 £94.95

7 Ergobaby Bundle of Joy
baby carrier
Supports your baby’s hip,
pelvis and spinal development.
3 carrying positions: front,
hip and back. Suitable from
birth to 20kg.
Camel 315 70102 £105

1

®

3 BabyBjörn ® Original
baby carrier
Two reflective pinstripes for
visibility at night. Holds your
baby facing inwards, outwards
or in the nursing position.
Suitable from birth to 10kg.
Light Blue 315 70309 £64.95
4 BabyBjörn ® Miracle
Carrier
Provides upright support from
birth up to 12kg. Excellent back
support, with several ways of
varying the pressure position.
Black/Silver 315 70325 £114.95
5 BabaSling baby carrier
Ergonomic design puts no
unnatural pressure on your
baby’s spine. Easy to remove
without disturbing your baby.
Suitable from birth to 15kg.
Dolphin Grey 315 70243 £39.95
Also available:
Teal 315 70245 £39.95
6 BabyBjörn ® Active
baby carrier
Ensures your child is in the
correct position, forward or
backward facing. Suitable
from birth to 12kg.
Mesh 315 70321 £109.95

8 Vaude Jolly Comfort
back carrier
Tergoform suspension system
for a secure and close fit.
Rearview mirror. Suitable
from 6 months to 20kg.
Navy 315 70960 £145
9 BabyBjörn ® Original
baby carrier
Two reflective pinstripes
for visibility at night. Holds
your baby facing inwards,
outwards or in the nursing
position. Suitable from
birth to 10kg.
Black 315 70311 £64.95
10 LittleLife Cross
Country S2 back carrier
Anatomically shaped seat.
Comfort-adjust backsystem for
comfort and stability. Suitable
from 6 months to 20kg.
Red/Grey 315 70906 £129.95
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changing bags |
1 PacaPod
Coromandel
changing bag
Leather messenger-style
bag. 3-in-1 organising
system: changer pod
with 7 pockets, feeder
pod with insulated cool
bag, and changing mat.
Tan 315 85440 £195
2 PacaPod Jura
changing bag
Lightweight, over-the
shoulder design with
2 detachable feeding
and changing pods
for storing feeding
and changing items.
Cranberry 315 85452 £70

3 Babymel Slouchy
changing bag
In wipe-clean laminated
canvas with insulated
bottle holder, built-in
strollerstraps and
padded changing mat.
Aubergine 315 80314 £50
4 Storksak Kate
changing bag
In water-repellant PU
with real leather trim. 5
outer pockets, 7 inner
compartments, insulated
bottle holder and
padded changing mat.
Black/white
315 86452 £120

5 BabaBing Deluxe
Daytripper paternity
satchel
Made from tough
weatherproof fabric.
Adjustable courier strap,
detachable changing mat,
2 insulated bottle holders.
City black 315 80210 £65

7 Pink Lining
Yummy Mummy
changing bag
Combining fashion with
functionality. 2 insulated
bottle pockets, changing
mat and zip wet bag.
Grey Bows
315 85330 £79

6 BabaBing Deluxe
Daytripper paternity
satchel
Made from tough
weatherproof fabric.
Adjustable courier strap,
detachable changing mat,
2 insulated bottle holders.
Grey 315 80211 £65

8 Ragtales Dylan
Lamb
Suitable from birth.
320 00902 £19.95

Bags of style

Baby essentials will look their best in this on-trend selection

4
2

Pink Lining Yummy Mummy
changing bag
Combining fashion with functionality. 2 insulated
bottle pockets, changing mat and zip wet bag.
Navy Bows 315 85306 £79

3

Pink Lining Mama et Bebe
changing bag
With changing mat, insulated bottle warmer
and adjustable straps.
Peppermint 315 85351 £79

Pink Lining Yummy Mummy
changing bag
Combining fashion with functionality. 2 insulated
bottle pockets, changing mat and zip wet bag.
Grape Bows 315 85329 £79
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Storksak Nina changing bag
Spacious and lightweight, with a durable,
wipe-clean exterior. 7 compartments, insulated
bottle holder and padded changing mat.
Grey 315 86447 £80

Storksak Elizabeth changing bag
In luxurious leather, this bag is finished to the
highest standard. 11 compartments, insulated
bottle holder and padded changing mat.
Natural 315 86403 £198

Storksak Caroline changing bag
In soft leather with brushed silver hardware.
6 internal storage compartments, padded
changing mat and insulated bottle holder.
315 86451 £259

PacaPod Mirano changing bag
Feeding pod with bottle cover, changing pod
with mat and clothes pouch.
Navy 315 85411 £99

PacaPod Napier changing bag
Clutch-style bag with matt coated cotton
finish. Inner cargo hold with detachable
feeder and changer pod, and changing mat.
Black/Charcoal 315 85403 £85

PacaPod Moab Tweed changing bag
Beautiful felted wool mix and leather. 3-in-1
inner cargo hold with hygienically separate
feeder and changer pods.
315 85451 £175

6
5
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| TRAVEL COTS

sTAIR GATES |

On the move
A lightweight, easy-to-transport travel cot is useful for trips away,
while a sturdy stair gate is essential when your baby starts crawling

Lindam extending metal stair gate
This versatile gate has a wide, two-way opening
and is designed to fill a gap from 62cm-102cm.
Easy to install, it has quick-release fittings for
quick and easy removal. Suitable up to 2 years.
White 313 01202 £19.99

John Lewis travel cot
This lightweight travel cot opens with a
semi-automatic assembly and easy-click sides.
It has clear mesh sides, and is ideal for overnight
stays and holidays. Includes co-ordinating travel
bags. H78 x W68 x L98cm. Folded L70 x W23
x D23cm. Weight 7.4kg. Suitable from birth.
Berry 315 60151 £49

John Lewis car seat and pushchair
lambskin liner
This fleecy liner will make your pushchair or
car seat cosy in winter and cool in summer, as
well as protecting from spillages. Designed with
carefully positoned holes so the harness can be
threaded through. Machine washable at 30°C.
314 05003 £50

Nuna Senna large travel cot
Easily pops open, thanks to its clever zig-zag
leg design, and refolds with one hand.
Doubles as a play space. Skid-proof feet,
padded edges, a luxury mattress and sturdy
aluminium frame. H78 x W105 x D75cm.
Folded H87 x W27 x D27cm. Weight 8.9kg.
Suitable from birth to 15kg.
Night 315 60195 £140

Lascal Maxi buggyboard
A buggyboard can make getting around
with more than one child much easier.
It has fixed or extending arms that fit to
most buggies, pushchairs or prams and can
support a child of up to 20kg.
315 35251 £60
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SnoozeShade for travel cots
Breathable blackout cover to help babies to
sleep away from home. Lightweight and easy
to use, it blocks 94% of light and visual
distractions. One size fits all popular travel
cots, and standard cots that take a 120 x
60cm mattress. With a carry case for easy
and compact storage. Machine washable.
Black 315 60101 £69.95

SnoozeShade+ single pushchair shade
Breathable blackout blind with a unique
design will fit all single pushchairs. Features an
innovative dual-layer window that allows your
baby to view the world while blocking 80%
of UV rays. When it’s time to sleep, it can be
zipped up to block 98% of UV rays. Suitable
from birth up to the age of 4.
Black 315 37030 £29.95

BabyDan Premier true pressure gate
Can be fitted straight from the box without
any wall fittings. Fits openings W73.5-79.6cm,
with extensions (included) up to 93.3cm.
White 313 01220 £38
13cm extension kit
White 313 01221 £11.50

BabyDan swing shut safety gate
Locks automatically with a gentle push. Fits
openings 72.5 to 79cm. With extensions
(sold separately), it can fit openings up to
92cm. Includes 4 caps that need to be
secured to the door frame before the gate
can be mounted. Exclusive to John Lewis.
313 01212 £31

BabyDan No Trip wooden stair gate
Quick-release fittings for easy removal. Opens
fully, with no bar to step over. Quality beech
wooden finish. Fits openings W72.5-78.5cm.
Suitable up to 2 years.
Beech Wood 313 01104 £22

BabyDan Super Flexi Fit wooden
safety gate
Fits into almost any opening, inside, outside
or diagonally across. One-hand operation.
Fits openings W69-106.5cm. Fittings included.
Beech Wood 313 01102 £35

BabyDan Avantgarde Pressure
Indicator safety gate
Fits W71.3-91.1cm. With extensions 117.1cm
Beech Wood/Silver 313 01108 £47

Kiddyguard Accent safety gate
Working on the same principle as a roller blind,
this gate pulls out and folds away neatly when
not in use. Fits openings up to 100cm. Designed
to be screwed into a solid support, it has no
bottom bar so is ideal for the top of the stairs.
313 01303 £99

BabyDan Playpen
2 positions: high for a baby or low for children
who can stand up. Sits on short legs, with
smooth slats all the way around. Suitable
up to 2 years. L98 x W98 x H74cm.
Beech Wood 320 31001 £145

BabyDan wooden bedrail
Attaches easily to each side of the bed with
no tools required. Can be detached for easy
storage. Suitable from 18 months to 5 years.
L140-220 x W70-90 x D25cm.
White 313 01621 £39

13cm extension kit
313 01221 £11.50

Feeding
Whether you choose to bottle or breastfeed your
baby, we have all the essentials you need to make the
experience as special and stress-free as possible. Before
you know it, you’ll be moving on to weaning, and a
practical highchair will be a must. You’ll find colourful
cups, plates and cutlery, along with bibs, blenders and
handy storage in our shops and online, and with Click
& collect you can fit your shopping around your life.

Breastfeeding and bottles
Highchairs
Weaning

| BREASTFEEDING

BOTTLE FEEDING
We always
check and match our
high street competitors’
shop and online prices.
Even during sales

Stress-free feeding

All the essentials, from pillows and pumps to bottles and sterilisers

My Breast Friend nursing pillow
Helps prevent a sore back or neck while feeding,
thanks to its wraparound design that secures
snugly to the body for an ideal feeding position.
100% cotton cover. Machine washable at 40°C.
313 10220 £45.99

Faye & Lou muslin squares (pack of 7)
Made from luxuriously soft, highly absorbent
100% cotton. Each pack contains 7 60 x 60cm
muslins in eye-catching colours.
Rainbow 313 10553 £28.95

Widgey Donut pillow
This multi-purpose feeding pillow is strong
and firm, with an award-winning design.
Styled in print cotton jersey, the removable
cover features a cute retro bird design.
Birdy 313 10206 £29.95

Philips AVENT Natural newborn
starter set
Includes 2 4oz bottles, and 2 9oz bottles, an
orthodontic soother, and a bottle and teat
brush. Twin-valve design helps to prevent colic.
313 10733 £30
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Philips AVENT Manual Comfort
breast pump with 4oz bottle
Soft cushion gently stimulates your milk flow
and there’s no need to lean forward. Easy
and intuitive to use, and easy to clean.
313 10407 £36

Philips AVENT Natural Comfort
electric breast pump
This pump has a unique design, so your milk
flows directly from your breast into the
bottle, even when you’re sitting up straight.
313 10408 £115

Lansinoh disposable breast pads
(pack of 60)
313 10542 £5.60

Medela Swing Breast Pump with
Calma Teat
Ideal for occasional or frequent expressing.
313 10424 £129.99

Medela Freestyle Double Breast Pump
with Calma Teat
The world’s smallest high-performance
electric breast pump. Ideal for daily and
frequent use with a single or double
pumping option.
313 10425 £319.99

Medela Calma 150ml bottle
Recommended for breast-fed babies.
313 10761 £14.99

Medela Pump and Save freeze bags
Pack of 20 313 10560 £9.99

Philips AVENT 3-in-1 electric
steam steriliser
3-in-1 functionality. Bottles and accessories
are sterilised in only 6 minutes, with an auto
shut-off for lower energy consumption.
313 11013 £60

Philips AVENT Natural bottles
260ml 313 10731 £7.50
260ml (pack of 2) 313 10729 £13.50
260ml (pack of 3) 313 10728 £18.50
125ml with newborn flow teat
313 10730 £13.50

Lansinoh lanolin nipple cream
313 10541 £9.99

Medela Calma Solitaire teat
313 10845 £11.95

Dr Brown’s Natural Flow polypropylene
starter pack
240ml bottle, 2 120ml bottles, 4 teats.
Starter pack 313 10736 £19.95
Also available:
120ml single 313 10734 £6.45
240ml twin pack 313 10735 £12.95

Dr Brown’s Deluxe Newborn
feeding gift set
Includes: microwave steriliser, 2 120ml
bottles, 3 240ml bottles, 5 teats, 2 travel
caps, bottle brush and tongs.
313 11001 £49.95

Dr Brown’s Electric steriliser
Designed to fit all sizes of Dr Brown’s bottles.
Safely steam sterilises six bottles in 12
minutes. Includes removable basket and
accessory tray. Also includes tongs for
handling the bottles.
313 11011 £58

Tommee Tippee Closer To Nature
Easi-Vent bottles
Mimics the natural flex and movement of your
breast, to make switching to a bottle easier.
150ml (pack of 2) 313 10768 £9.95
260ml (pack of 2) 313 10769 £9.99
260ml (pack of 4) 313 10701 £16.95

Tommee Tippee Closer to Nature
travel bottle warmer
Can be used to warm up expressed milk or
water for a bottle feed. Its compact design
means it should neatly fit in your changing bag.
313 10911 £10.42

Tommee Tippee Closer to Nature
steam steriliser
Designed to hold up to 6 bottles. Operates a
5-minute cycle time to sterilise equipment
quickly and effectively. Contents stay sterile
for up to 24 hours if the lid is kept shut.
313 11055 £46.99

highchairs |
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Meal for one

A practical highchair will help you both get to grips with weaning
1 bloom ® Fresco highchair
Contemporary highchair with
adjustable feeding tray and
second play tray. 360˚ swivel
and multiple-position reclining
seat. H115 x W62 x D68cm.
Suitable from birth.
Silver/Red 313 45623 £470

1

2 John Lewis Fruits
highchair
Spacious highchair featuring a
flip-over feeding tray that
enables easy in/out access and
a 5-point harness. H105 x
W48 x D70cm. Suitable from
6 months to 5 years.
Fruits 313 41203 £29
3 East Coast Combination
Wooden highchair

This dual-purpose highchair
can convert to a low chair with
a table. Features a 5-point
harness and detachable tray.
H91 x W48 x D56cm. Suitable
from 6 months to 5 years.
Natural 313 41112 £84.95
4 OXO Tot Sprout
highchair
3 levels of seating, with height/
depth adjustment. It features a
5-point harness, 4 footrest
positions and tray. H94 x W48
x D59cm. Suitable from 6
months to 5 years.
Walnut/Lime green 313 41120
£205
Also available:
Birch/Taupe 313 41122
£205
Walnut/Taupe 313 41123
£205
5 Joie Mimzy Snacker
highchair
Streamlined design with
full-sized features. Extremely
compact in folded position.
4-position tray, 3-position seat
recline, large storage basket.
Owls 313 41201 £49.99

Cradle (0-6 months)

Feed (6-36 months)

6 Cosatto 3 Sixti highchair
Multiple height positions.
6-position 360° swivel for
up-to-the-table feeding. H96
x W57 x D57cm. Suitable from
6 months to 3 years.
Happi Apple 313 41280 £165
7 bloom ® Nano Urban
highchair
Minimalist design with folding
mechanism for easy storage.
Adjustable feeding tray.
H108 x W59 x D75cm.
Suitable from 6 months.
Coconut White 313 49724 £100

7

8 Cosatto Noodle Dippi
Egg highchair
Features a 6-position
height-adjustable seat. H105 x
W58.5 x D81cm. Folded H118
x W58.5 x D38.5cm. Suitable
from 6 months to 3 years.
Dippi Egg 313 41283 £89.95
9 Nuna Zaaz highchair
Featuring a clever, modular
system that allows the chair to
grow with your child. H81-87 x
W45 x D58cm. Suitable for
babies who can sit up unaided.
Plum 313 41204 £180
10 East Coast Folding
highchair
Featuring a a 5-point safety
harness and a large sculptured
wooden food tray and
comfortable foot rest. H93 x
W50 x D64cm. Suitable from
6 months.
Natural 313 41111 £79.95

10

We always
check and match our
high street competitors’
shop and online prices.
Even during sales

Play (36 months+)
For advice and orders visit our shops, go online at johnlewis.com or call 08456 049049

95

weaning |
We always
check and match our
high street competitors’
shop and online prices.
Even during sales

Eating and drinking
Make switching to solids fun for your little one and easy for you

Petit Jour Elmer melamine dinner set
Make mealtimes something to look forward
to with this dinner set, which includes a plate,
bowl, mug and spoon in lovely bright colours.
Suitable from 18 months.
313 11727 £22.95

Basic booster seat
A great way to move your child from a
high chair to an adult seat. Suitable for
a child between 9-22kg (approximately
6 months to 4 years) who can sit up
unaided. Adjustable 3 point harness.
Blue 313 12005 £12.99

Martin Gulliver Jungle Friends
melamine dinner set
This 7-piece set includes a mug, plate, bowl,
egg cup and several pieces of cutlery. Suitable
from weaning. Presented in a gift box.
313 11740 £15

John Lewis Fruits PEVA bib (pack of 2)
Pack of 2 colourful bibs, both with Velcro
fastenings. Wipe clean. Suitable from 3 months.
Multi 313 12533 £7.95
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Béaba Babycook original steamer/
blender
The 4-in-1 Babycook will steam, blend, defrost
and reheat. It will cook vegetables, fruits, fish,
starchy foods and meats in less than 15 minutes,
while preserving the nutrients and flavours.
313 11903 £89.95

Béaba multi-portion silicone
freezing trays
Designed for freezing 7 60ml portions.
Microwave, freezer and dishwasher safe.
Green 313 11916 £10
Orange 313 11919 £10
Purple 313 11918 £10

Portmeirion The Very Hungry
Caterpillar melamine dinner set
Featuring classic illustrations from the
Eric Carle book. Includes a mug, plate
and bowl. Suitable from weaning.
313 11747 £11

Tomy Freestyle 3-in-1 booster seat
Doubles as a storage bag, and includes
bottle storage pouch, nappy storage
compartment and cushioned changing mat.
Easily transforms into a useful booster seat.
Suitable for children who can sit up unaided.
313 12014 £24.95

Béaba Babycook Duo steamer/blender
Two extra-large capacity bowls, allowing you
to prepare sweet and savoury dishes at the
same time. Quickly steams, blends, defrosts
and reheats vegetables, and preserves
vitamins and minerals. One-hand operation.
313 11904 £169.95

OXO Tot 4-piece feeding set
Non-slip base plate and bowl with a matching
fork and spoon. All products are BPA, PVC
and phthalate-free. Dishwasher safe. Suitable
from 6 months. Lime Green 313 13219 £17.87

Vital Baby feeding spoons (packs of 5)
Protects baby’s sensitive gums. BPA free, Latex
free, PVC free. Suitable from 6 months.
Blue 313 11322 £3.95
Orange 313 11324 £3.95
Pink 313 11323 £3.95

Vital Baby Unbelievabowl set
Locks firmly to your high chair to prevent
unwanted spills. BPA free. Latex free.
Blue 313 11339 £4.95
Pink 313 11340 £4.95
Orange 313 11341 £4.95

Vital Baby first tumbler
This 120ml tumbler is suitable for babies from
4 months old and features a super-soft spout.
Pink 313 11306 £2.65
Orange 313 11307 £2.65
Blue 313 11304 £2.65

John Lewis long-sleeve dinosaur
terry bibs (pack of 2)
Practical pack of two bibs, one with smart
stripes and one with a dinosaur design. Long
sleeves with elasticated cuffs and waist ties.
Suitable from 6 months.
Multi 313 12535 £8.95

Vital Baby trainer cup with handles
Use this 200ml trainer cup to help your
toddler make a smooth transition from bottle
to cup. Suitable from 6 months.
Blue 313 11308 £3.95
Pink 313 11309 £3.95
Orange 313 11310 £3.95

Doidy cup
Features an ingenious slant that helps little ones
learn to drink from a cup. The slanted shaped
allows them to see what they’re drinking
without tilting their head forwards or down.
Red 313 11201 £3.70
Turquoise 313 11206 £3.70

OXO Tot sippy cup with handles
Soft, non-slip handles and leak-proof valve to
release pressure for comfortable sipping. BPA,
PVC and phthalate-free. Dishwasher safe.
Lime Green 313 13201 £7.66
Aqua Blue 313 13202 £7.66
Pink 313 13223 £7.66

AnyWayUp beaker
Unique patented valve to ensure the spout
seals between sips. Protects growing teeth by
allowing a flow only when your child sucks
and swallows. Suitable from 9-18 months.
Blue 313 12601 £3.29
Pink 313 12602 £3.29
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Babywear
In the early weeks you’ll need plenty of practical
basics such as bodysuits and sleepsuits in soft,
easy-to-wash cotton. Our colourful range caters
for all babies, from the tiniest newborns to active
toddlers, with gorgeous outfits from leading names
such as Organics for Kids as well as our own brand.
So whether you’re after great-value essentials or
special occasionwear, you’ll find something to suit.

Teddy & Me
Organics for Kids
Frugi
John Lewis Baby

BABYWEAR |

Cute and colourful
These John Lewis baby and Organics for
Kids pieces are perfect for boys and girls
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Small wonders

Teddy & Me is designed for premature
babies, and John Lewis baby for tiny
newborns and up to 12 months
1 Teddy & Me sleepsuits
and matching hats
Made from soft cotton that’s
comfortable against young
skin. Side popper openings,
enclosed feet and long
sleeves to keep your baby
cosy and warm. From
1.0-1.5kg to 3-6 months.
Baby Bear 511 82901 £22
Confetti Hearts
511 82801 £22
2 Teddy & Me classic hats
Designed to fit the tiniest
of heads, this hat is made
from soft and comfortable
cotton. Specially designed
for premature babies who
are more likely to lose
body heat. From 1.0-2.5kg
to 3-6 months.
Blue 511 83801 £6
Pink 511 83701 £6

3 Teddy & Me striped
romper suits
In soft cotton. Side poppers,
long sleeves and open toes.
From 1.0-1.5kg, 3-6 months.
Blue 511 83101 £16
Pink 511 83001 £16
4 John Lewis
embroidered sleepsuits
Floral, animal or transport
designs. Full-length popper
fastenings, long sleeves
and enclosed feet. From
Tiny Baby to 9-12 months.
Pink Floral 317 16911 £14
White Animal 316 13501 £14
Blue Transport 318 10701 £14
5 John Lewis Embroidery
accessory sets
Bib, scratch mitts and hat.
0-3 months.
Pink Floral 316 53501 £8
White Animal 316 53401 £8
Blue Toys 316 53601 £8

4
1 Organics For Kids Safari
Yellow romper suit
0-5 months 511 39701 £18.50
6-12 months 511 39702 £18.50
2 Organics For Kids
Elephant romper suit
0-5 months 511 39101 £18.50
6-12 months 511 39102 £18.50
5

3 Organics For Kids
Safari White and Pink
romper suit
0-5 months 511 39201 £18.50
6-12 months 511 39202 £18.50
4 Organics For Kids Bird
Pink romper suit
0-5 months 511 39601 £18.50
6-12 months 511 39602 £18.50

7
6
5 John Lewis Elephant
4 piece set
Includes sleepsuit, romper
suit, hat and bib. Tiny Baby
to 9-12 months.
316 17701 £22
6 John Lewis velour
all-in-one
Tiny Baby to 9-12 months.
316 17501 £12
7 John Lewis Farmyard
4 piece set
Includes sleepsuit, romper
suit, hat and bib. Tiny Baby
to 9-12 months.
316 17401 £12

BABYWEAR |
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Softly does it

1

1

Our practical John Lewis baby
sleepsuits are kind to delicate skin

2
2

5

All things bright
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In soft, organic cotton, these
colourful Frugi separates are
ideal for the early months
4
1 Frugi Birdhouse top
From 0-3 to 18-24 months.
512 43511 £18

6 Frugi Farmyard Tractor top
From 0-3 to 18-24 months.
513 94011 £18

2 Frugi Polka Parsnip pant
From 0-3 to 18-24 months.
512 43911 £16

7 Frugi Lined Check
combat trousers
From 0-3 to 18-24 months.
513 94811 £28

3 Frugi Woodland Ditsy
dungarees
From 0-3 to 18-24 months.
512 44711 £28

8 Frugi Rosy Rabbit dress
From 0-3 to 18-24 months.
512 44511 £26

4 Frugi Striped Tractor top
From 0-3 to 18-24 months.
513 90812 £18

9 Frugi Polka Dot body
From 0-3 to 6-12 months.
512 45011 £10

5 Frugi Tractor Jersey jeans
From 0-3 to 18-24 months.
513 95311 £20

10 Frugi On The Road
body (3 pack)
From 0-3 to 6-12 months.
513 95211 £22
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1 John Lewis Floral Bunny
sleepsuits
From Tiny Baby to 18-24 months.
317 06401 from £15
2 John Lewis Owl sleepsuits
From Tiny Baby to 18-24 months.
317 01010 from £15
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3 John Lewis Tiger sleepsuits
From Tiny Baby to 18-24 months.
318 07701 from £15
4 John Lewis Soldier
sleepsuits
From Tiny Baby to 18-24 months.
318 00910 from £15

Toys & gifts
Play is lots of fun for your baby and important
for physical and mental development too. At
John Lewis, we have a range of safe, quality
toys suitable for all ages, from the cuddliest
teddy bears to colourful wooden walkers.
You’ll also find gorgeous gifts that are perfect
for christenings and first birthdays, and with
our gift list service you can choose your
favourites for family and friends to give.

Soft toys
Gifts
Storage and playroom
Rockers and bouncers

soft TOYS |

Cuddly characters

We always
check and match our
high street competitors’
shop and online prices.
Even during sales

With most suitable from birth, these soft toys make an
ideal gift, and will soon become your baby’s best friend
1 Silver Cross Timble
knitted bear
Suitable from birth. H20cm.
Cream 320 29434 £20
2 John Lewis Classic bear
Suitable from birth. H25.5cm.
Medium 320 29410 £18
Also available:
Small 320 29411 £14
3 Jellycat Molly Mouse
Suitable from birth. H20cm.
320 29234 £13
4 Jellycat Bashful Monkeys
Suitable from birth.
Small H18cm 320 29240 £10
Medium H30cm 320 29246 £15
5 Jellycat Slackajack Monkey
Suitable from birth. H33cm.
320 29253 £13
6 Jellycat Vintage Panda
Suitable from birth. H35cm.
320 29209 £18
7 Jellycat Skiffles Dog
Suitable from birth. H35cm.
320 29250 £18
8 Jellycat Bashful Bunnies
Suitable from birth.
Medium 320 29251 £15
Large 320 29263 £21
Huge 320 29261 £40
Also available:
Small 320 29690 £10
9 Jellycat Bashful
Bunny blankie
Suitable from birth. L34 x W34cm.
320 29274 £14
10 Teddykompaniet Hund
Extra Large Dog toy
Suitable from birth. H55cm.
320 29293 £59
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11 Jellycat Bashful Mutt
Suitable from birth. H30cm.
320 29247 £15
12 Jellycat Bashful Cow
Suitable from birth. H31cm.
320 29254 £15

8

1
3

13 Jellycat Bashful Giraffe
Suitable from birth. H31cm.
320 29266 £15

4
7

14 Jellycat Nugget Elephant
Suitable from birth. H30cm.
320 29282 £14.95

5
9

15 Teddykompaniet Cow
comforter
Suitable from birth. L35 x W35cm.
320 29232 £12.50
16 Jellycat Doppy Dino
Suitable from birth. H18cm.
320 29280 £13
17 Doudou et Compagnie
Bonbon Rabbit
Suitable from birth. H30cm.
Pink 320 06901 £29.95
18 Flat Doudou et Compagnie
Bonbon Rabbit
Suitable from birth. H26cm.
Brown 320 06909 £19.95
Also available:
Pink 320 06911 £19.95
19 Doudou et Compagnie
Rabbit Booties gift boxes
These soft booties rattle when
your baby wiggles their toes.
Age 0-6 months. 70% polyester,
30% cotton.
Pink 320 06903 £16.95
Blue 320 06904 £16.95
Also available:
Brown 320 06905 £16.95

SHOP
THE
RANGE
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Gorgeous gifts
Whether you’re looking for a traditional
Christening present or a keepsake for
saving those precious first memories, we
have a lovely selection to choose from

Pearhead Photo Time frame
Capture special moments and display them in this elegant hand-finished frame.
Includes 4 colours of insert sheets for you to choose from.
White 320 00101 £28

Pearhead Baby Prints
desktop frame
Includes white, pink and blue inserts
and non-toxic putty.
Natural 320 00104 £32

John Lewis Baby’s First frame
This silver-plated frame is presented in a gift box. It
has 13 labelled spaces for passport-sized photos for
you to record your baby’s first year, month by month.
320 00227 £22

Pearhead First Year frame
Space for 6 2 x 2" photos of your baby’s first year.
The frame features cute images of a turtle hatching
from an egg.
320 00123 £18

Pearhead Signature frame
This frame has a special space to accommodate
written messages from friends and family. It has
interchangeable titles and a blue or pink background.
320 00124 £22

John Lewis Giraffe photo frame
Featuring 3" x 4" and 2.5" x 3.5" apertures
and cute giraffe, teddy and duck figures, this
silver-plated frame is presented in a gift box.
320 00228 £20

John Lewis First Tooth and Curl box
Two silver-plated boxes that join together to
form a heart. The soft interior will keep those
first memories safe. Presented in a gift box.
320 00230 £18

Pearhead Baby Prints Memory box
Adaptor
Displays Bee
a child’s
impression
and photo,
The Bugaboo
fits Maxi
Cosi Cabriofix
and
in car
addition
storing
the precious
Pebble
seats to
when
you all
attach
an adaptor.
memories
youryou
baby’s
firstanyears.
Pebble
car seatsof
when
attach
adaptor.
320 00105
314 15912
£29.95£45

Tales from the Earth
Christening bracelet
Expanding sterling silver bracelet.
Comes gift boxed with a story card.
320 02220 £45

John Lewis Noah's Ark money box
This silver-plated money box has a slot in the top for
coins. Little ones will love the cute animals peeping
out from the portholes. Packaged in a smart gift box.
320 00224 £22

John Lewis silver-plated piggy bank
This classic silver-plated piggy bank is presented in a
smart gift box, so it makes an ideal gift for a special
occasion such as a baby shower or Christening.
320 00222 £22

Pearhead Babyprints round gift tin
Contains clay so that you can take your baby’s
hand or footprint, and create a record of when
they were young.
320 00114 £16

John Lewis brush and comb set
This silver-plated baby brush and comb set is an
ideal Christening present. It comes beautifully
presented in a smart gift box.
320 00231 £20

Tales from the Earth cross necklace
This sterling silver pendant features a small cross
on a 40cm beaded chain. It comes in a special
bag, presented in a gift box.
320 02205 £40

Tales from the Earth St Christopher
necklace
A wonderful gift for those who are starting out
on their journey into the world. Gift boxed.
320 02221 £45

For advice and orders visit our shops, go online at johnlewis.com or call 08456 049049
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7 Janod DIY trolley
Complete with 23
accessories. Suitable
from 2 years.
320 20774 £80

1 Hape Turtle pullalong
shape sorter
Suitable from 18 months.
320 20770 £24.95
2 Hape Fantasia
blocks train
Suitable from 24 months.
320 20741 £19.95

Play time

8 I’M Toy quad ride on
For indoor and oudoor use.
Suitable from 19 months.
Multi 320 20792 £49.95

3 East Coast wooden
activity cube
Featuring five activities in one.
Suitable from 12 months.
320 20750 £42

Classic, colourful wooden toys,
plus clever storage solutions

5
3

9 I’M Toy trailer
Suitable from 3 years.
Multi 320 20793 £29.95

4 Brio pullalong duck
Suitable from 18 months.
320 20704 £14.95

10 Janod Crazy Rocky
Dog wooden toy
Suitable from 12 months.
320 20732 £28

5 Pyramid of Play
Suitable from 18 months.
320 20740 £21.95

11 Block and Roll
Suitable from 12 months.
320 20742 £49.95

6 I’M Toy Melody Mix
10 different instruments.
Suitable from 3 years.
320 20790 £54.95

12 I’M Toy cow ride on
Suitable from 19 months.
320 20722 £49.95

Hape Ocean Adventure knee-high table
This sturdy table’s colourful wire puzzle
will develop hand-eye coordination and motor
skills. Suitable from 2 years. H50.8 x W39.4cm.
Multi 320 20789 £79.95

Vilac Speedster Racer
This gorgeous ride-on toy with retro styling
features a sturdy metal body, rubber tyres
and comfortable padded seat, plus a steering
wheel that controls the front wheels. Suitable
from 12 months. L61 x H27 x W23cm.
Red 320 31518 £89

Little Bird Told Me Curious
Caterpillar infant rocker
This rocking toy features crinkle fabric, a
squeaker, antennae chimes and a separate
caterpillar rattle. Suitable from 9 months.
L64 x W35 x H50cm.
320 31516 £85

Janod Caramel rocking horse
A traditional toy with a wide red seat (H30.5cm),
dappled finish and rubber stoppers on the feet.
Suitable from 12 months. H57 x W79 x D31cm.
320 20734 £125

John Crane Four Friends toy chest
This natural rubberwood toy chest has four
friendly animal faces beaming out from its
front and side panels. Their cheery smiles
may even encourage your children to tidy up
after themselves. H37.5 x W64 x D40cm.
324 82027 £65

Minene large gingham storage bag
For toys, bedding or clothes. H40 x D45cm.
Red 324 82006 £25
Also available:
Blue Flowers 324 82007 £25
Blue/White Dots 324 82008 £25
Grey Dots 324 82020 £25

John Lewis classic table and chairs
Just right for a colouring-in session. Made from
rubberwood and lacquered for a smooth and
natural-looking finish. Table H52 x W60 x
D60cm. Chair H56 x W29 x D29cm.
Natural 324 80512 £95

I’M Furniture Forest table and chairs
Forest table 324 80811 £59.95
Tiger Forest chair 324 80814 £29.95
Giraffe Forest chair 324 80816 £29.95
Lion Forest chair 324 80815 £29.95
Elephant Forest chair 324 80813 £29.95

John Crane play table
Suitable from 3 years. L124 x H50cm x W84cm.
Play table 324 80824 £149
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We always
check and match our
high street competitors’
shop and online prices.
Even during sales
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12
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Multi storage bin on wheels
Sold individually.
324 80825 £54
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Dolls’ tea party

Easy entertaining

These gorgeous toys from Silver Cross will
inspire lots of imaginative play in your toddler

3

2

1

Keep your baby safe and stimulated with a bouncer and activity mat

Cosatto Bobbin Bouncer
Adjustable multi-position back rest,
padded seat cover, detachable toy bar with
detachable toys and padded book with
mirror. Suitable from birth to 6 months.
Knit Wits 320 32002 £50

BabyBjörn® Babysitter balance bouncer

4moms mamaRoo bouncer
Mimics the motion of your arms for more natural
comforting. Suitable from birth to 6 months.
Silver 320 32180 £199.95
Also available in red and green, see online
and in our shops

Bababing RockOut rocker
2-position seatback, detachable toy bar and
toys, and removable cosy soft seatpad. Folds
flat for storage. Suitable from birth to 9kg.
320 32101 £45

Tiny Love Gymini bouncer
This colourful bouncer isn’t just a comfy seat,
it’s also an activity centre. The arches rotate
inwards and outwards and the toys easily
move up and down. Suitable from birth to 9kg.
320 32008 £59.95

Skip Hop Alphabet Zoo activity gym
This colourful gym is ideal for tummy time, or
turn your baby over and they can reach for the
hanging animals. Also provides a soft play area
or can be hung on the wall. Suitable from birth.
320 20839 £69.95

Gymini Total playground
This playground will help babies to work on
their strength and motor skills. Plays classical
music and fun animal sounds. Requires 3x
AA batteries. Suitable from birth.
320 20808 £57.95

Skip Hop Alphabet Zoo Megamat
Made from 100% cotton, with multiple fabrics
and textures. Cushioned filling for tummytime play. Removable mirror and crinkle
details for sensory fun. Suitable from birth.
320 20842 £47

Nuna Leaf rocker

6

7

Inspired by the float of a leaf on a breeze, this
rocker provides a motor-free, gentle side-toside ride. It can also be locked in a stationary
position for feeding. Suitable from birth to 80kg.
Meadow 320 32145 £160

Your child’s own movement makes this
bouncer rock. Suitable from birth to 13kg.
Black/Silver 320 32048 £114.95
Toy bar
320 32049 £29.95

5
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1 Doll’s wooden
bed set
Includes decorative
floral pink mattress.
Suitable from 2 years.
320 20725 £35
2 Doll’s bedding set
Includes floral pink
quilt and pillow.
Pink 320 29316 £12
3 Classic wooden
doll’s pram
Suitable from 2 years.
Pink 320 20723 £80

4 Victoria dressingup doll
Includes dress, overcoat,
shoes, hat, scarf and
pyjama set. Suitable
from 18 months. H40cm.
320 29211 £35
5 Bronte rag doll
Suitable from birth. H40cm.
320 29206 £25
6 Rosie rag doll
Suitable from birth. H40cm.
320 29212 £25

7 Grace Topsy-Turvy
rag doll
Suitable from birth. H40cm.
320 29207 £35
8 Darcey ballerina
rag doll
Darcey has arms and legs
that bend and can be
shaped into different ballet
poses. Also includes pink
satin pyjamas and slippers.
Suitable from birth. H40cm.
320 29313 £35

9 Truly Scrumptious
cake set
Includes 8 fabric cakes
and stand. Suitable from
2 years.
320 29315 £24
10 Tea for Two fabric
tea set
Includes teapot, milk jug, 2
cups, 2 saucers , 2 spoons
and gingham tablecloth.
Suitable from birth.
320 29314 £30

Services

Share your due date and we’ll
share all we know

SHARE
Looking forward to your
new arrival?YO U R

my John Lewis Nursery can
help by providing emails and
expert advice, as well as
opportunities to attend in
store nursery events

From pushchairs to potties,
D U E DAT E
cots to car seats, our
NurseryAAdvisors
N D W Ecan
’ L Lhelp
you choose everything your
baby will need
SHARE

Ready to start shopping?
This handy at-a-glance
shopping list will help you
find what you need, whether
you choose to come in store
or shop online

ALL
W E K N OW

The Nursery Gift List

The Nursery Checklist

Need help planning
your baby’s nursery?
Here we answer some of the
most common questions
about creating a safe and
practical room for your baby.
And don’t forget that our
expert advisors are always
on hand to help in our shops

Experts on Hand

Buying guides
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Nursery furniture
buying guide
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size 210x99mm
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and pushchair
buying guide
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Car seats buying guide
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Nursery mattresses buying guide

Childrenswear size guide
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Shopping with John Lewis

Delivery options

Terms and Conditions

Shop online at johnlewis.com
Ordering online is safe and secure, just type the 8-digit
product code into the search box at the top of the web
page and click Go. You should find it straightforward, there
is a choice of delivery options and you’ll receive an email
to acknowledge receipt of your order.

We deliver to all postal areas in the UK and Northern
Ireland, but delivery of certain products to the Channel
Islands, Isles of Scilly and the Isle of Man may not always be
possible. Delivery to some remote areas and islands may
take a little longer.

For full Terms and Conditions please visit our website
at johnlewis.com and click on terms and conditions.
Pricing policy We set highly competitive prices for all our
products, with a dedicated team regularly checking them
against other high street competitors. If we find a national
high street competitor offering a better nationwide price for
the same individual product, sold with the same service
conditions, we’ll lower our price to match in all our shops
and on our website (johnlewis.com), including when a
competitor is having a sale. Bundles are generally matched
on a case-by-case basis. Our commitment to Never
Knowingly Undersold means that, while prices and details
of services are genuinely believed to be correct at the time
of going to press, they may change over time, and may not
include price increases resulting from changes to the rate of
VAT. Although every effort is made to check the accuracy
of prices and details of service, incorrect prices and other
incorrect details may occasionally be printed. We regret that
such incorrect prices or details cannot be honoured. Prices
include VAT at 20 per cent and exclude delivery charges
unless otherwise stated. Correct prices will be notified at
the time of ordering, but please check johnlewis.com or call
08456 049 049 for our current prices. We don’t expect you
to find a lower price at another high street competitor for
the same individual product, sold with the same service
conditions, but if you can, we’ll match the price when you
purchase or refund the difference for up to 28 days after
you’ve bought from us. See our Never Knowingly Undersold
leaflet in store or online for details. This publication
supersedes all previous Nursery publications and is valid
from 1 July 2013 until 1 February 2014.
Supply All products shown are subject to availability.
We reserve the right to refuse to supply any individual
or company. You must be over 18 years of age to order
from this catalogue.
Cancellation You are entitled to cancel your order within
7 working days of receiving delivery. If you wish to cancel
your order at any point, please call us on 08456 049 049
between 7am and midnight, 7 days a week, or email us at
customerservices@johnlewis.com. We are unable to accept
cancellations for made-to-measure or personalised
products. If you have already received your order and wish
to return it, please refer to our refund policy (see below,
or online and in our shops for full details).
Our refund policy
Exchanges and refunds We want you to be happy with
your purchase. If you’re not, just return the item with proof
of purchase and we’ll exchange or refund it.
Proof of purchase If you want a refund but don’t have your
original till or gift receipt, your order confirmation or
delivery note, we will give you gift vouchers to the value of
the current selling price.
Condition of returns It is important that returned items are
in the best possible condition, so please take reasonable
care of them.
Delivery charges We will refund any delivery charges shown
on your proof of purchase, provided you return the full order.
Products we’re unable to cancel, refund or exchange
Unless faulty, we cannot refund or offer an exchange on
the following items; made-to-measure or personalised
products, perishable goods such as flowers and food, CDs,
DVDs, tapes or other recording media, software or videos
that have been opened. We are also unable to accept
cancellations for these products. This does not affect your
statutory rights. Under the Distance Selling Regulations, if
you buy online or by phone, your consumer rights entitle
you to a full refund if you request one in writing within
7 working days of receipt. This includes any delivery
charge, but excludes the products outlined above.
Insurance *John Lewis Insurance is a trading name of John
Lewis plc. Registered in England No. 00233462. Registered
office 171 Victoria Street, London, SW1E 5NN. John Lewis
plc is an appointed representative of AXA Insurance UK plc
who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Services
Authority. AXA Insurance UK plc. Registered in England No.
78950. Registered office: 5 Old Broad Street, London,
EC2N 1AD. John Lewis plc is an appointed representative of
Sterling Insurance Company Limited which is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Services Authority.
Our details For Customer Services, please call 08456
049 049, 7am to midnight, 7 days a week. Email us at
customerservices@johnlewis.com Write to: John Lewis,
PO Box 19615, Erskine PA8 6WU. Our registered office is:
John Lewis PLC, 171 Victoria Street, London SW1E 5NN.
Registered in England No. 233462. VAT No. GB232457280
Accuracy We endeavour to provide accurate information
and descriptions and take care to ensure colours are accurate,
however the limitations of print production and web screen
may mean slight variation. All sizes are approximate.
© John Lewis 2013

Shop by phone 08456 049 049
Our Customer Service team can take your order and
answer queries over the phone 7 days a week, 7am to
midnight. They’ll ask you for the product code, payment
details and the delivery address. It doesn’t take long and
they’ll send you a confirmation of your order by post.
Free Click & collect
If you don’t want to wait in for a delivery why not try our
convenient free Click & collect service? Order online by 7pm
and collect it from a John Lewis shop or selected Waitrose
shop of your choice after 2pm the next day. Click & collect
guarantees your order will be in stock at your chosen shop,
as we’ll despatch it overnight from our central warehouse.
Pick up your items from the Customer Collection Point
of your chosen shop. If you’ve given us your mobile phone
number, we’ll send you a text message when your goods
are ready for collection. Please save the message, and bring
your phone with you to show the text as proof of purchase,
along with the payment card you used. For your protection
against fraud, we cannot release your purchase without
seeing your payment card. If you’ve paid entirely by PayPal
or gift vouchers, then please bring photo ID, which must be
your passport or photo driving licence. If you don’t have a
confirmation text, please bring a printout of your order
receipt or order confirmation email instead as proof of
purchase, along with photo proof of ID (passport or
photo driving licence). We’re happy for someone else
to collect your order, but to prevent fraud the person
you’ve nominated must present your order number
and their photo ID (passport or photo driving licence.)
Payment options

We also accept John Lewis gift vouchers.
Customer services 08456 049 049
Our Customer Service team are on hand 7 days a week,
7am to midnight, to answer any questions or queries you
might have.
Shops
John Lewis Aberdeen AB25 1BW 01224 625000
John Lewis Bluewater DA9 9SA 01322 624123
John Lewis Brent Cross NW4 3FL 020 8202 6535
John Lewis Cambridge CB2 3DS 01223 361292
John Lewis Cardiff CF10 1EG 0292 053 6000
John Lewis Cheadle SK8 3BZ 0161 491 4914
John Lewis Cribbs Causeway BS34 5QU 0117 959 1100
John Lewis Edinburgh EH1 3SP 0131 556 9121
John Lewis Exeter EX4 6NN 0844 6931708
John Lewis Glasgow G1 2GF 0141 353 6677
John Lewis High Wycombe HP12 4NW 01494 462666
John Lewis Kingston KT1 1TE 020 8547 3000
John Lewis Leicester LE1 4SA 0116 242 5777
John Lewis Liverpool L1 8BJ 0151 709 7070
John Lewis Milton Keynes MK9 3EP 01908 679171
John Lewis Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE99 1AB 0191 232 5000
John Lewis Norwich NR1 3LX 01603 660021
John Lewis Nottingham NG1 3QA 0115 941 8282
John Lewis Oxford Street W1A 1EX 020 7629 7711
John Lewis Peterborough PE1 1NL 01733 344644
John Lewis Reading RG1 2BB 0118 957 5955
John Lewis Sheffield S1 1EP 0114 276 8511
Peter Jones Sloane Square SW1W 8EL 020 7730 3434
John Lewis Solihull B91 3RA 0121 704 1121
John Lewis Southampton SO15 1QA 02380 216400
Knight & Lee Southsea PO5 3QE 02392 827511
John Lewis Stratford E20 1EL 020 8532 3500
John Lewis The Trafford Centre M17 8JL 0161 491 4040
John Lewis Watford WD17 2TW 01923 244266
John Lewis Welwyn AL8 6TP 01707 323456
John Lewis at home
Ashford Opening 7 November 2013
Chester CH1 4QQ 01244 393880
Chichester PO19 7YH 01243 813030
Croydon CR0 4XJ 020 8662 4730
Ipswich IP3 9SQ 0844 693 1712
Newbury RG14 1AY 01635 263980
Poole BH12 1DN 01202 756020
Swindon SN5 8WA 01793 733180
Tamworth B78 3HD 01827 300580
Tunbridge Wells TN2 3UP 01892 506830
Waitrose Food & Home
Canary Wharf E14 5EW 020 7719 0300

Delivery times apply to products in stock, from Monday
to Saturday (excluding public holidays), and will vary
depending on the delivery option chosen. Products may
arrive separately as they may be despatched from several
locations. Please note that the delivery option available and
service provider may vary by product and delivery location.
We reserve the right not to deliver orders if we believe the
address is not secure, for example, to a communal postal
address or PO Box. If this affects an order you place, we
will notify you as soon as possible.
Please measure to ensure that the products you order will
fit into the room for which they are intended, and through
all access points to the room.
Additional services including installation and assembly are
available for selected products.
UK deliveries
FREE Click & collect service
See left for details.
FREE standard delivery on any order over £50
£3 standard delivery fee on all orders under £50 (excludes
next and named day delivery). Delivery will be within 5
working days unless one of the delivery symbols below apply.
Named/next day delivery £6.95
Monday to Saturday. Order before 7pm previous working day.
Pre-10.30am next working day delivery £9.95
Monday to Friday. Order before 7pm previous working day.
Express 2 working day delivery £19.50
Monday to Friday. Available on selected products. Order
by 8pm (7pm Sunday) 2 working days before delivery.
This service is currently unavailable in some areas (please
check online for unavailable postcodes).
International deliveries
We now deliver certain products to some overseas
destinations. See johnlewis.com/int for details and relevant
terms and conditions.
Guide to symbols
Partial assembly required.
Full self-assembly required.
F ree am or pm UK delivery within 7 working days. You
may also book a convenient 4-hour slot (£8.50) or
2-hour slot (£19) on a day that suits you. If you would
like these items delivered within the next 2 working
days, an express option (am or pm) is available (£19.50).
	
UK delivery within 8 weeks. These products are made
to order and can only be delivered direct from the
supplier. You will be contacted to arrange delivery.
Special refund conditions apply; please see the Returns
section of our website for details. This does not affect
your statutory rights. Assembly charges apply. See
online or in our shops.

in store | online | mobile

iCandy Peach 2
pushchair
Pushchair 314 23491
Carrycot 314 23492
See page 54 for details

